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1
About This Content

This section provides a brief description of the scope, the audience, the references, the
organization of the user guide, and conventions incorporated into the user guide.

Audience

The Oracle Insurance Performance Insight User Guide provides useful guidance and
assistance to the following users:

• Technical end users

• Functional end users

• Data Administrators

• Consultants

• Systems Analysts

• System Administrators

• Other MIS professionals

Documentation Accessibility

For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility
Program website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support

Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support through My
Oracle Support. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info
or visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired.

Related Resources

See these Oracle resources:

• Oracle Insurance Performance Insight

• Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications Infrastructure

• OFSAA Licensing User Manual, Release 8.1.2.0.0

• OFS Analytical Applications 8.1.2.0.0 Technology Matrix

Conventions

The following text conventions are used in this document.

Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated with an
action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.
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Convention Meaning

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for which
you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code in
examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.

Chapter 1
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2
Oracle Insurance Performance Insight (OIPI)

Oracle Insurance Performance Insight (OIPI) is a comprehensive business intelligence
system created exclusively for the General Insurance/Property and Casualty (P&C) insurance
industry and provides a complete set of web-based analytical and reporting components that
enable users to generate, view, analyze, distribute, electronically store, and retrieve critical
reports.

It provides tools for data integration and includes customizable, pre-built dashboards and
reports, a reporting data model, and user-friendly functional subject areas for ad-hoc
reporting.

It enables you to actively plan, manage, and track key areas measuring organizational
performance with pre-built reports, dashboards, and underlying data structures.

The OIPI solution is built using:

• OFSAA Infrastructure for ETL and Data Integration

• OBIEE for Dashboard and Reports activities

OIPI provides the following capabilities:

• Consolidates data from multiple, disparate source systems to provide a strategic
enterprise-wide view across various business and operational segments.

• Provides an underlying data model constructed specifically for the general insurance
industry.

• Delivers information management, reporting, and advanced analytics to end-users
through an easy-to-use web application.

OIPI utilizes OBIEE technology to present:

• Behavioral and performance trends of its target segments - Lines of businesses,
Products, Regions, Intermediaries, Customers, Revenues, Expenses, Claims, and so on.

• Performance tracking using key business performance indicators.

• Performance of the overall business, profitability, intermediaries, and underlying
customers.

• Performance of Business against goal/budget and plans.

• The efficiency of the intermediaries and business lines in terms of new business revenue
and business retention. Most and least active and revenue-generating intermediaries and
sales channels.
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3
Logging into OIPI

You can access OBIEE through the web browser after the software is installed and
configured.

To access OBIEE:

1. Enter the following URL into the web browser: http://<hostname>:<port>/analytics

In the above URL:

• <hostname> is the server name or IP address where you installed OBIEE.

• <port> is the port assigned to OBIEE. The default port will be different depending on
whether or not you selected a "Simple" or "Enterprise" Install for OBIEE.

2. Enter your User ID and Password.

3. Click Sign In.

The OBIEE page opens.
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4
OIPI Process Flow

OIPI data model contains the staging tables from which data is loaded into the dimensions
and fact tables.

Staging tables include the master staging tables, detail staging tables, staging product
processor tables, and so on. The user has to populate data into these staging tables.

4.1 Dimension Data Flow
Dimension Data in the OIPI application is loaded from staging master tables using the Slowly
Changing Dimensions (SCD) process.

Data from source systems can be loaded into staging through flat file or source system
interfaces. SCD process tracks the changes in the dimensional attributes and loads data into
dimension tables. Examples of dimension tables that follow the SCD process are Product,
Customer Type, Customer, and so on.

Some dimensions are static or maintained internally within the application and are not
expected as a download from the source system. An example of such dimensions is the
Reporting Line. These dimensions are maintained through the AMHM (Attribute Member
Hierarchy Maintenance) component of OFSAAI or other framework components like DEFI.

Following are the list of Dimensions used in OIPI:

Table 4-1    Dimensions used in OIPI

Dimension Entity Name Staging Entity Name(s) Loading/Maintenance Method

Acquisition Channel Dimension Stage Channel Master SCD

Attrition Dimension Stage Attrition Reason Master SCD

Bands Dimension AMHM SCD

Billing Account Dimension Stage Bill Plan Master SCD

Business Class Dimension Stage Business Class Master SCD

Campaign Dimension Stage Campaign Master SCD

Catastrophe Events Dimension Stage Catastrophe Master SCD

Claim Dimension Stage Claim Details SCD

Country Dimension Stage Country Master SCD

Coverage Status Dimension Stage Coverage Status Master SCD

Coverage Type Dimension Stage Coverage Type Master SCD

Dimension Policy Stage Property and Casualty
Contracts

SCD

Dimension Policy Type Stage PolicyType Master SCD

Dimension Reinsurance Risk
Type

Stage Reinsurance Risk Type
Master

SCD

Dwelling Dimension Stage Dwelling Master SCD

Employee Dimension Stage Employee SCD

Geography Dimension Stage Geography Master SCD
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Table 4-1    (Cont.) Dimensions used in OIPI

Dimension Entity Name Staging Entity Name(s) Loading/Maintenance Method

Insurance Coverage Dimension Stage Insurance Coverage
Master

SCD

Lines of business Dimension Stage Lines of business Master SCD

Litigation Dimension Stage Litigation Master SCD

Loan Product Category
Dimension

Stage Product Category Master SCD

Location Dimension Stage Location Master SCD

Organization Structure
Dimension

Stage Organization Structure
Master

SCD

Party Dimension Stage Party Master SCD

Policy Deductible Dimensions Stage Policy Deductible Master SCD

Producer Agent Dimension Stage Producer Agent Master SCD

Producer Dimension Stage Producer Master SCD

Product Dimension Stage Product Master SCD

Product Type Dimension Stage Product Type Master SCD

Quote Source Dimension Stage Quote Source SCD

Quote Source Method
Dimension

Stage Quote Source Method SCD

Quote Submission Method
Dimension

Stage Quote Submission Method SCD

Quotes Declination Type
Dimension

Stage Quote Declination Type SCD

Rate Modifier Dimension Stage Policy Rate Modifier SCD

Rate Plan Dimension Stage Rate Plan Master SCD

Region Dimension Stage Region Master SCD

Report Type Dimension Stage Report Type SCD

Risk Item Dimension Stage Risk Item Master SCD

Underwriter Dimension Stage Underwriter Master SCD

Vendor Dimension Stage Vendor Master SCD

Allocation Expense Type
Dimension

Seeded

Band Member Attributes AMHM

Band Dimension Members AMHM

Hierarchies for Bands AMHM

Band Dimension Translation AMHM

Claim Referral Reason
Dimension

Seeded

Dimension Claim Status Seeded

Claim Transaction Type
Dimension

Seeded

Currency Dimension Seeded

Date Dimension DT

Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles Dimension

Seeded

Location Hierarchy DT

Dimension Policy Status Seeded

Chapter 4
Dimension Data Flow
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Table 4-1    (Cont.) Dimensions used in OIPI

Dimension Entity Name Staging Entity Name(s) Loading/Maintenance Method

Policy Transaction Type
Dimension

Seeded

Quote Status Dimension Seeded

Quote Type Dimension Seeded

Recovery Type Dimension Seeded

Reporting Line Member
Attributes

Seeded

Reporting Line Dimension
Members

Seeded

Reporting Line Hierarchies Seeded

Reporting Line Member
Translation

Seeded

Reporting Line Dimension DT

Scenario Dimension Seeded

Some of the stage data can also come from master data management interfaces. In such a
case, data from the interface is loaded into staging interface tables and SCD is run on the
interface tables. Mapping of dimensional attributes to staging can be obtained by querying
SYS_STG_JOIN_MASTER and SYS_TBL_MASTER table in the atomic schema.

4.2 Key Dimensions for Reporting
The following key dimensions are required for OIPI reporting as these dimensions are being
directly consumed by the reports.

• Acquisition Channel Dimension

• Attrition Dimension

• Billing Account Dimension

• Campaign Dimension

• Dimension Policy Type

• Lines of business Dimension

• Loan Product Category Dimension

• Location Dimension

• Organization Structure Dimension

• Producer Agent Dimension

• Producer Dimension

• Product Dimension

• Product Type Dimension

• Quote Source Dimension

• Quote Source Method Dimension

• Quote Submission Method Dimension

Chapter 4
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• Quotes Declination Type Dimension

• Rate Plan Dimension

• Report Type Dimension

• Dimension Claim Status

• Currency Dimension

• Date Dimension

• Location Hierarchy

• Dimension Policy Status

• Quote Status Dimension

• Quote Type Dimension

• Recovery Type Dimension

• Reporting Line Dimension

• Scenario Dimension

4.3 Fact Data Flow
Most of the Fact tables are mapped to staging counterparts through Table to Table
(T2T) mappings.

Data from source systems can be loaded into staging through flat file or source system
interfaces. T2T process then loads data to fact tables. Examples include Fact
Common Policy Summary, Fact IPA Policy Summary, and so on. Some of the Fact
tables are loaded with processed fact information from other fact tables. Examples
include Fact Policy Profitability, Fact Aggregate Producer Summary, and so on.

Table 4-2    Fact Data Flow

Fact Entity Name Source Source Entities Method of
Populating
Measures

Fact Aggregate
Producer Summary

Fact Fact Common Policy
Summary, Fact IPA
Policy Summary, Fact
PFT Policy Summary,
Fact Insurance
Quotes, Fact
Insurance Quote
Reports, and Fact
Claim Details

T2T/DT

Fact Claim Claimant
Mapping

Stage T2T

Fact Claim Details Stage Stage Claim Details T2T

Fact Claim Referral
Reason Mapping

Stage Stage Claim Referral
Reason Mapping

T2T

Fact Claim Transaction Stage Stage Claim
Transactions

T2T

Fact Common Policy
Summary

Stage Stage Property and
Casualty Contracts

T2T

Chapter 4
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Table 4-2    (Cont.) Fact Data Flow

Fact Entity Name Source Source Entities Method of
Populating
Measures

Fact Insurance Quotes
Report

Stage Stage Insurance
Quote with Reports

T2T

Fact IPA Policy
Summary

Stage Stage Property and
Casualty Contracts

T2T

Fact PFT Policy
Summary

Stage Stage Property and
Casualty Contracts

T2T

Fact Policy Coverage's Stage Stage Policy
Coverage's

T2T

Fact Policy Profitability Fact Fact Common Policy
Summary, Fact IPA
Policy Summary, Fact
PFT Policy Summary,
Fact Insurance
Quotes, Fact
Insurance Quote
Reports, and Fact
Claim Details

T2T

Fact Policy Rate
Modifiers Map

Stage Stage Policy Rate
Modifier

T2T

Fact Policy
Relationship

Stage Stage Policy
Customer
Relationship

T2T

Fact Policy
Transactions

Stage Stage Property And
Casualty Policy
Transactions

T2T

Fact Premium
Transactions

Stage Stage Premium
Transactions

T2T

Fact Producer
Appointments

Stage Stage Producer
Contracts

T2T

Insurance Quotes Fact Stage Stage Insurance
Quotes

T2T

FCT_PARTY_INS_PO
LICY_ROLE_MAP

Stage STG_PARTY_INS_PO
LICY_ROLE_MAP

T2T

FCT_PARTY_PARTY_
RELATIONSHIP

Stage STG_PARTY_PARTY_
RELATIONSHIP

T2T

FCT_PARTY_FINANC
IALS

Stage STG_PARTY_FINANC
IALS

T2T

FCT_PARTY_FINANC
IAL_DETAIL

Fact FCT_PARTY_FINANC
IALS

T2T

4.4 BI Data Model
The BI data model is a star schema for the fact tables FCT_INSURANCE_QUOTES,
FCT_INSURANCE_QUOTE_REPORTS, FCT_COMMON_POLICY_SUMMARY,
FCT_IPA_POLICY_SUMMARY, FCT_PFT_POLICY_SUMMARY, FCT_CLAIM_DETAILS,
FCT_CLAIM_TRANSACTIONS, FCT_AGG_PRODUCER_SUMMARY,
FCT_PRODUCER_APPOINTMENTS, and so on.

Chapter 4
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Following are the subject areas in the ERwin data model:

Figure 4-1    Insurance Quotes and Reports

Chapter 4
BI Data Model
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Figure 4-2    Policy Summary

Chapter 4
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Figure 4-3    Policy Coverages

Figure 4-4    Policy Profitability

Chapter 4
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Figure 4-5    Aggregated Producer Summary and Producer Appointments
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Figure 4-6    Claim Details

Figure 4-7    Claim Transactions

Chapter 4
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5
General Insurance Reports

The General Insurance Reports consists the following dashboards:

• Corporate Performance Dashboard

• Quote Performance Dashboard

• Policy Performance Dashboard

• Claim Performance Dashboard

These dahsboards display different tabs that are explained in the following topics.

5.1 Managing Corporate Performance Dashboard
This topic explains various reports available under each of the following tabs in the Corporate
Performance Dashboard.

• Corporate Performance Summary

• Performance Overview

• Lines of business Overview

• Lines of Business Performance

• Product Overview

• Product Performance

5.1.1 Corporate Performance Summary Tab
The Corporate Performance Summary tab includes information at the corporate level. The
information contained in the reports generated summarizes how the entire organization is
performing.

The filters for this tab include:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Key Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of key performance indicators represented through flash boxes
for the current period.
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Figure 5-1    Key Performance Indicators Flash

Premium

This report shows premium revenue across all lines of businesses and underlying
products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-2    Premium

Policy

This report shows policy-related expenses across all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Chapter 5
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Figure 5-3    Policy

Investment Income

This report shows investment revenue across all lines of businesses and underlying products
through a time-series graph. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Claims

This report shows expense towards claim payments across all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Chapter 5
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Figure 5-4    Claims

Expenses

This report shows policy-related expenses across all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-5    Expenses

Ratios

This report shows key business indicator ratios across all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. The key ratio indicator report contains

Chapter 5
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various report level filters such as Combined Ratio, Loss ratio, Expense Ratio, and
Underwriting Balance Ratio, and can be viewed by individual ratio or all ratios together. This
report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-
level prompts.

Figure 5-6    Ratios

5.1.2 Performance Overview Tab
All reports on this tab focus on the policy performance perspective. The reports represent
business performance through a policy performance perspective.

The filters of this tab include:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Customer and Policy

This report provides enterprise-wide performance with customer and policy information
overtime a period. Various performance metrics-based measures, for example, the number of
New Customers, Number of Closed Customers, and so on for the reporting period selected,
are compared with the previous periods and displayed. It shows enterprise performance
through customers and policies. This report can be viewed and tracked through control areas
like Time, Company, and Geography. The values are in the Line Graph.

Chapter 5
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Figure 5-7    Customer and Policy

Income Statement

At an enterprise level, performance through various financial indicators can be tracked
through an Income Statement. This helps to understand the company's financial
position at a given point in time. This report can be analyzed over various periods,
entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts. The values are in a table.

Figure 5-8    Income Statement

Chapter 5
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Policy

This report shows counts of policies for all lines of businesses and underlying products
through a time series. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and
geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-9    Policy

Premium Trends

This report shows a trend in revenue through different types of premium, for example, Written
Premium, Earned Premium, and Ceded Premium, at an enterprise level, for all lines of
businesses and underlying products through a time series. The Premium Trends report
contains the following report level filters:

• Written Premium

• Earned Premium

• Collected Premium

• Uncollected Earned Premium

• Retained Premium

• Ceded Premium

This report can be viewed by individual premium type or all types together through a line
graph. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected
from page-level prompts.

Chapter 5
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Figure 5-10    Premium Trends

Written Premium versus Earned Premium Trend

This report shows the trend in revenue and a comparison between Written Premium
and Earned Premium, at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying
products through a time series. This Trend can further be viewed and analyzed
through report level filters like Lines of business and Products for more granularities,
through a stacked bar graph. This report can be analyzed over various periods,
entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-11    Written Premium vs. Earned Premium Trend

Chapter 5
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Earned Premium versus Uncollected Earned Premium

This report shows a trend in the actual collection of earned premium through a comparison
between earned premium, collected premium, and uncollected earned premium. This report
shows at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a
time series. This Trend can further be viewed and analyzed through report level filters like
Lines of business and Products for more granularities. The values are in a stacked bar graph.
This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from
page-level prompts.

Figure 5-12    Earned Premium vs. Uncollected Earned Premium

Policy Expense Summary Trend

This report shows policy-related expenses under different expense heads at an enterprise
level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time series. This Trend
can further be viewed and analyzed through report level filters like Lines of business and
Products for more granularities. The values are in a clustered bar graph. This report can be
analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Chapter 5
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Figure 5-13    Policy Expense Summary Trend

New Business Quote Count

This report shows the number of quotes generated for new business, at an enterprise
level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time series. This
report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from
page-level prompts.

Figure 5-14    New Business Quote Count

Fee

This report shows fee income generated, earned, collected, and refunded, at an
enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time

Chapter 5
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series. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected
from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-15    Fee

Tax

This report shows the premium tax trend for tax generated, earned, and collected, at an
enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time series.
This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from
page-level prompts.

Figure 5-16    Tax

Chapter 5
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Policy Expense versus Claim Expense

This trend report shows a comparison between policy expenses and claim expenses,
at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a
time series. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and
geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-17    Policy Expense versus Claim Expense

Claim Payment versus Recovery Trends

This report shows a comparison between claim payments and recoveries made as
well as the trend in various types of recoveries at an enterprise level, for all lines of
businesses and underlying products through a time series. This Trend can further be
viewed and analyzed through the following report level filters for more granularities:

• Claim Payments

• All recovery Payments

• Fraud Recovery

• Litigation Recovery

• Reinsurance Recovery

• Subrogation Recovery

• Salvage Recovery

The values are in a line graph. This report can also be analyzed over various periods,
entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Chapter 5
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Figure 5-18    Claim Payment versus Recovery Trends

Claim Expense Summary Trend

This report shows a trend and comparison between various types of claim expenses at an
enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time series.
This Trend can further be viewed and analyzed through the report level filters, Lines of
business and products, for more granularities. The values are in a clustered bar graph. This
report can also be analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from
page-level prompts.

Figure 5-19    Claim Expense Summary Trend

Chapter 5
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Loss and Expense

This report shows a trend and comparison between underwriting expense and various
types of loss adjustment expenses along with actual claim payments and litigation
expenses at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products
through a time series. The values are in a line graph. This report can also be analyzed
over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-20    Loss and Expense

Claim Recovery

This report shows a trend in various types of recoveries as well as the extent of
recoveries against paid losses, at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. The values are in a line graph. This report
can also be analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from
page-level prompts.

Chapter 5
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Figure 5-21    Claim Recovery

Key Performance Ratios

This report shows the trend in various key performance metrics, that is, combined ratio,
operating ratio, commission ratio, loss ratio, and so on for all lines of businesses and
underlying products over a selected period. Values are in a line graph. This report can also be
analyzed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-22    Key Performance Ratios

Key Performance Indicators for Policy

This report shows the trend in two key policy performance indicators that is the gross
premium growth rate and attrition ratio, for all lines of businesses and underlying products
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through a time series. The values are in a line graph. This report can also be analyzed
over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-23    Key Performance Indicators for Policy

Key Performance Indicators for Claims

This report shows a trend in two key claim performance indicators, average values of
claim frequency and claim severity, for all lines of businesses, and underlying products
through a time series. The values are in a line graph. This report can also be analyzed
over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-24    Key Performance Indicators for Claims

5.1.3 Lines of Business Overview Tab
The Lines of business overview tab includes reports that focus on an overview of Key
Performance Indicators for Lines of businesses. The filters for this tab allow the report
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results to be focused on selected lines of business for comparison and targeted analysis.

Following filters are available for this tab:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

• Lines of business

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Customer Distribution by Policy Status

This report provides customer and policy information through time series. Various
performance metrics-based measures, for example, the Number of New Customers, the
Number of Closed Customers, and so on for the reporting period selected, are displayed on a
year-on-year basis. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, geographies,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-25    Customer Distribution by Policy Status

Top 10 Lines of Business for In-force Premium and Policy Count

This report provides ranking for the Top 10 lines of businesses in terms of in-force written
premium and policy count with previous period ranking.
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Figure 5-26    Top 10 Lines of Business for In-force Premium and Policy Count

Bottom Ten Lines of business for In-force Premium and Policy Count

This report provides ranking for the Bottom 10 lines of businesses in terms of in-force,
written premium, and policy count with previous period ranking.

Figure 5-27    Bottom Ten Lines of business for In-force Premium and Policy
Count

New Business Policy Distribution

This report provides Policy Count or Written Premium for all new business policies, as
selected from the report level view option, during the reporting period across Lines of
business through time series.
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Figure 5-28    New Business Policy Distribution

Policy Distribution

This report provides a policy count of all active policies through a time series.

Figure 5-29    Policy Distribution

Policy Attrition by Lines of Business

The objective of the report is to show Attrition Policy Count and Attrition Written Premium
across Lines of businesses over a period. The Attrition Policy count and attrition written
premium values can be filtered and analyzed through report level filters on various attrition
types, for example, Cancellation, nonrenewal, and expiration.
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Figure 5-30    Policy Attrition by Lines of Business

Quote Declines by Lines of Business

The objective of the report is to show the count of quote declines across lines of
businesses. This report displays declines by various quote types through a time series.
The report can be analyzed by all declined quotes as well as by various quote types,
that is, New Business Quotes, Endorsement Quotes, Renewal Quotes, Reinstatement
Quotes, and Cancellation Quotes.

Figure 5-31    Quote Declines by Lines of Business

Top Attrition Reason by Lines of Business

The objective of the report is to show the top three attrition reasons for each attrition
type, that is, Cancellation, Nonrenewal, and Expiration in terms of percentage
contribution to total attrition across Lines of businesses. These are reported for all
lines of businesses in which the insurer writes business.
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Figure 5-32    Top Attrition Reason by Lines of Business

Lines of Business Loss Ratio Trend

This report shows Combined Ratio or Incurred Loss Ratio, as selected from the view option,
across all lines of businesses through a time series.

Figure 5-33    Lines of Business Loss Ratio Trend

Claim Counts Trend by Lines of Business

This report displays the count of claims through a time series for all or the selected lines of
businesses.
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Figure 5-34    Claim Counts Trend by Lines of Business

5.1.4 Lines of Business Performance Tab
The Lines of business performance tab includes reports that focus on the Performance
of each Line of business.

The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected lines of
business for comparison and targeted analysis. The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

• Lines of Business

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Lines of Business Profit and Loss

This tabular report provides a snapshot of financial profitability by all or specific lines of
business selected for the period. The financial performance window displays net
income through premium, expenses through claims, and benefits paid with overall
profitability. This report also shows the previous period figures along with a variance
between the current and the previous period.

Figure 5-35    Lines of Business Profit and Loss

Combined Ratio

This report shows the combined ratio for all or selected lines of business through a
time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and geographies
selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-36    Combined Ratio

Operating Ratio

This report shows the operating ratio for all or selected lines of business through a time
series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected
from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-37    Operating Ratio

Expense Ratio

This report shows the expense ratio for all or selected lines of business through a time series.
This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from
page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-38    Expense Ratio

Loss Ratio

This report shows the loss ratio for all or selected lines of business through a time
series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and geographies
selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-39    Loss Ratio

Net Retention Ratio

This report shows the net retention ratio for all or selected lines of business through a
time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and geographies
selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-40    Net Retention Ratio

Commission Ratio

This report shows the commission ratio for all or selected lines of business through a time
series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected
from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-41    Commission Ratio

Average Earned Premium Growth

This report shows the growth in average earned premium for all or selected lines of business
through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
geographies selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-42    Average Earned Premium Growth

Average Policy Growth

This report shows growth in policy counts for all or selected lines of business through a
time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and geographies
selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-43    Average Policy Growth

Average Claim Frequency

This report shows the average number or frequency of reported claims for all or
selected lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over
various periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-44    Average Claim Frequency

Average Claim Severity

This report shows the average size or severity of reported claims for all or selected lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-45    Average Claim Severity

Top 10 Lines of Business Attrition

This report ranks the top ten lines of business in terms of various key attrition measures like
loss policy count, lost written premium, and corresponding attrition ratio.
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Figure 5-46    Top 10 Lines of Business Attrition

Top 10 Claim Paying Lines of Business

This report ranks the top ten lines of business in terms of claim payments.

Figure 5-47    Top 10 Claim Paying Lines of Business

5.1.5 Product Overview Tab
The Product tab includes reports that focus on the overview of Performances for
Products.

The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected products for
comparison and targeted analysis. The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

• Lines of business

• Products

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Customer Distribution by Policy Status

This report provides customer and policy information through time series. Various
performance metrics-based measures, for example, the Number of New Customers,
Number of Closed Customers, and so on for the reporting period selected, are
displayed on a year-on-year basis. This report can be analyzed over various periods,
entities, geographies, products, and lines of business selected from page-level
prompts.
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Figure 5-48    Customer Distribution by Policy Status

Top 10 Products for In-force Premium and Policy Count

This report provides ranking for Top 10 products in terms of in-force written premium and
policy count with previous period ranking.

Figure 5-49    Top 10 Products for In-force Premium and Policy Count

Bottom 10 Products for In-force Premium and Policy Count

This report provides ranking for the Bottom 10 products in terms of in-force written premium
and policy count with previous period ranking.
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Figure 5-50    Bottom 10 Products for In-force Premium and Policy Count

New Business Policy Distribution

This report provides Policy Count or Written Premium for all new business policies (as
selected from the report level view option) during the reporting period across products
through time series.

Figure 5-51    New Business Policy Distribution

Policy Distribution

This report provides a policy count of all active policies through a time series.
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Figure 5-52    Policy Distribution

Policy Attrition by Product

The objective of the report is to show the Attrition Policy Count and Attrition Written Premium
across products over a period. The Attrition Policy count and attrition written premium values
can be filtered and analyzed through report level filters on various attrition types, that is,
Cancellation, nonrenewal, and expiration.

Figure 5-53    Policy Attrition by Product

Quote Declines by Product

The objective of the report is to show the count of quote declines across products. This report
displays declines by various quote types; through a time series. The report can be analyzed
by all declined quotes as well as by various quote types:

• New Business Quotes

• Endorsement Quotes

• Renewal Quotes

• Reinstatement Quotes
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• Cancellation Quotes

Figure 5-54    Quote Declines by Product

Top Attrition Reasons by Product

The objective of the report is to show the top three attrition reasons for each attrition
type, that is, Cancellation, Non-renewal, and Expiration in terms of percentage
contribution to total attrition products. These are reported for all products and lines of
businesses in which the insurer writes business.

Figure 5-55    Top Attrition Reasons by Product

Loss Ratio Trend by Product

This report shows Combined Ratio or Incurred Loss Ratio, as selected from the view
option, across products and lines of businesses through a time series.
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Figure 5-56    Loss Ratio Trend by Product

Claim Counts Trend by Product

This report displays the count of claims through a time series for all products and lines of
businesses selected.

Figure 5-57    Claim Counts Trend by Product

5.1.6 Product Performance Tab
The Product performance tab includes reports that focus on the Performance of each product
under each Line of business.

The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected products for
comparison and targeted analysis. The filters include:

• Time
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• Company

• Geography

• Lines of business

• Products

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Product Profit and Loss

This tabular report provides a snapshot of financial profitability by all or a specific
product for or specific lines of business selected for the period. The financial
performance window displays net income through premium, expenses through claims,
and benefits paid with overall profitability. This report also shows the previous period
figures along with a variance between the current and the previous period.

Figure 5-58    Product Profit and Loss

Combined Ratio

This report shows the combined ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-59    Combined Ratio
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Operating Ratio

This report shows the operating ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-60    Operating Ratio

Expense Ratio

This report shows the expense ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-61    Expense Ratio
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Loss Ratio

This report shows a loss ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-62    Loss Ratio

Net Retention Ratio

This report shows the net retention ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines
of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-63    Net Retention Ratio
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Commission Ratio

This report shows the commission ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-64    Commission Ratio

Average Earned Premium Growth

This report shows growth in average earned premium for all or a specific product for or
specific lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-65    Average Earned Premium Growth
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Average Policy Growth

This report shows growth in policy counts for all or a specific product for or specific
lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-66    Average Policy Growth

Average Claim Frequency

This report shows the average number or frequency of reported claims for all or a
specific product for or specific lines of business through a time series. This report can
be viewed over various periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level
prompts.

Figure 5-67    Average Claim Frequency
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Average Claim Severity

This report shows the average size or severity of reported claims for all or a specific product
for or specific lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and geographies selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-68    Average Claim Severity

Top 10 Product Attrition

This report ranks the top ten products in terms of various key attrition measures like loss
policy count, lost written premium, and corresponding attrition ratio.

Figure 5-69    Top 10 Product Attrition

Top 10 Claim Paying Products

This report ranks the top ten products in terms of claim payments.
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Figure 5-70    Top 10 Claim Paying Products

5.2 Managing Quote Performance Dashboard
This topic explains the reports available under each tab in the Quote Performance
Dashboard.

Quote Performance Dashboard tabs:

• Summary

• Key Facts

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Region

• Producer Performance

5.2.1 Summary Tab
This tab includes information at the corporate level. The information contained in the
reports generated summarizes how the entire organization is performing.

Following are the filters available for this tab.

• Time

• Company

• Geography

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Quote Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of key performance indicators represented through flash
boxes for the current period.

Figure 5-71    Key Quote Performance Indicators Flash
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• Flash Box: Quote Count Percentage Change: Quote Count Trends (Drill-down report):
This report summarizes the count and distribution of the types of quotes generated during
the reported period and compares those amounts to the previous reporting period. The
comparisons available include a previous period or a previous year(s).

• Flash Box: Quote Expenses Percentage Change: Quote Expenses Summary Trend
(Drill-down report): This report summarizes the total amount of expenses by each type of
quote for the reporting period and compares those amounts to the previous reporting
period. The comparisons available include a previous period or a previous year(s).

• Flash Box: New Business Bind ratio Percentage Change: New Business Quote to
Bind Ratio (Drill-down report): This report presents the ratios of Total New Business
Quotes that were generated vs. the New Business Quotes that were accepted and
generated a new policy. The ratios are presented for the current and previous reporting
periods. Also, it isolates and presents the binding ratio for quotes that had reports
received for the current reporting period and the previous reporting period.

• Flash Box: Quote to Canceled Ratio Percentage Change: Endorsement Quote to
Canceled Ratio (Drill-down report): This report summarizes the ratio of policies where an
endorsement quote was generated and remained in force until policy expiration and the
policies where an endorsement quote was generated and the policy was later canceled.
The ratios are presented for the current and previous reporting period and are exhibited
in both tabular and graphical displays.

• Flash Box: Quote to Expired Ratio Percentage Change: Renewal Quote to Expired
Ratio (Drill-down report): This report summarizes the ratio of policies where a renewal
quote was generated and the policy renewed and the policies where a renewal quote was
generated and the policy later expired. The ratios are presented for the current and
previous reporting period and are exhibited in both tabular and graphical displays.

New Business Quote Counts

This line graph illustrates the total number of New Business quotes generated over time.
Each Line of business is represented by a unique line.

Figure 5-72    New Business Quote Counts
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Quote to Bind Ratio

This line graph illustrates the Binding ratio, the ratio of total quotes generated to those
quotes that resulted in a policy transaction including but not limited to new business
policy or endorsement, over time. Each Line of business is represented by a unique
line.

Figure 5-73    Quote to Bind Ratio

New Business Bind Ratio

This line graph illustrates the New Business Bind ratio, the ratio of total New Business
quotes generated to those quotes that resulted in a new business policy transaction,
over time. Each Line of business is represented by a unique line.

Figure 5-74    New Business Bind Ratio
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Quote to Cancelled Ratio

This line graph illustrates the Quote to Canceled ratio, the ratio of total policies with
endorsements quotes generated to those policies with an endorsement quote that eventually
canceled, over time. Each Line of business is represented by a unique line.

Figure 5-75    Quote to Cancelled Ratio

Quote Counts by Type

This pie graph illustrates the count of quotes by the type of quote. The types of quotes
illustrated include the following:

• New Business

• Endorsement

• Cancellation

• Reinstatement

• Renewal

The corresponding stacked bar graph shows the total quotes stacked by the type of quotes
over a time series.

Figure 5-76    Quote Counts by Type
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Top 10 Producing Agency New Business Quote Count

This chart lists the Producing Agencies with the 10 highest New Business Quote
Count for the reporting period. This chart also lists the agencies' prior quote count for
reference. The Rank of 1 is for the highest quote count of the top 10, the Rank of 10 is
for the lowest quote count for the count of the top 10.

Figure 5-77    Top 10 Producing Agency New Business Quote Count

Top 10 Producing Agents New Business Quote Count

This chart lists the Producing Agents with the 10 highest New Business Quote Count
for the reporting period. This chart also lists the agents' prior quote count for reference.
The Rank of 1 is for the highest quote count of the top 10, the Rank of 10 is for the
lowest quote count for the count of the top 10.

Figure 5-78    Top 10 Producing Agents New Business Quote Count

Top 10 Producing Agency Binding Ratio

This chart lists the Producing Agencies with the 10 highest Binding Ratio, the ratio of
total quotes generated to those quotes that resulted in a policy transaction including
but not limited to new business policy or endorsement, for the reporting period. This
chart also lists the agencies' prior binding ratio for reference. The Rank of 1 is for the
highest binding ratio of the top 10, the Rank of 10 is for the lowest binding ratio for the
count of the top 10.
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Figure 5-79    Top 10 Producing Agency Binding Ratio

Top 10 Producing Agent Binding Ratio

This chart lists the Producing Agents with the 10 highest Binding Ratio, the ratio of total
quotes generated to those quotes that resulted in a policy transaction including but not limited
to new business policy or endorsement, for the reporting period. This chart also lists the
agents' prior binding ratio for reference. The Rank of 1 is for the highest binding ratio of the
top 10, the Rank of 10 is for the lowest binding ratio for the count of the top 10.

Figure 5-80    Top 10 Producing Agent Binding Ratio

Top 10 Producing Agency Expense Ratio

This chart lists the Producing Agencies with the 10 highest Expense Ratio, the ratio of total
expenses generated for an agency's policies to the written premium for the same policies, for
the reporting period. This chart also the agencies' prior expense ratio for reference. The Rank
of 1 is for the highest expense ratio of the top 10 and the Rank of 10 is for the lowest
expense ratio for the count of the top 10.
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Figure 5-81    Top 10 Producing Agency Expense Ratio

Top 10 Producing Agent Expense Ratio

This chart lists the Producing Agents with the 10 highest Expense Ratio, the ratio of
total expenses generated for an agent's policies to the written premium for the same
policies, for the reporting period. This chart also lists the agents' prior expense ratio for
reference. The Rank of 1 is for the highest expense ratio of the top 10 and the Rank of
10 is for the lowest expense ratio for the count of the top 10.

Figure 5-82    Top 10 Producing Agent Expense Ratio

5.2.2 Key Facts Tab
The Key Fact tab includes Key Performance Indicator Reports at the corporate level.
The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected combinations
for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Product

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.
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Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

This pie chart illustrates the percentage of policy count or written premium attributed based
on the distribution channels for the corporation. The corresponding line graph illustrates the
similar value, as selected by the filter, over time with a line for External Agents and Agencies
and a line for Company Employees.

Figure 5-83    Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

Quote Counts by Source

This pie chart illustrates the percentages of quotes for each quote source at the reporting
period and can be viewed by the Quote Types. The corresponding line graph illustrates the
similar value, as selected by the filter, over time with a line for each source.

Figure 5-84    Quote Counts by Source

Quote Counts by Source Method

This pie chart shows the percentage of quotes for each quote source method at the reporting
period and can be viewed by the Quote Types. The corresponding line graph illustrates the
similar value, as selected by the filter, over time with a line for each source method.
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Figure 5-85    Quote Counts by Source Method

Average Quote Conversion Age

This line graph illustrates the number of days from the initiation of the quote to the
binding transaction such as new business policy submission, endorsement
transaction, and so on over time.

Figure 5-86    Average Quote Conversion Age

5.2.3 Lines of Business Tab
The Lines of business tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance
Indicators for each Line of business. The filters for this tab allow the report results to
be focused on selected lines of business for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Quote Counts by Type

This pie chart illustrates the percentages of quotes for each quote type at the reporting
period. The corresponding line graph illustrates the similar value, as selected by the
filter, over time with a line for each Line of business. The filter allows the user to select
the quote type.
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Figure 5-87    Quote Counts by Type

Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

This pie chart illustrates the percentage of policy count or written premium attributed based
on the distribution channels for the corporation. The corresponding bar graph has a stacked
bar for each Line of business. Each bar is stacked by distribution channel types and is
repeated over time.

Figure 5-88    Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

Quote Counts by Source

This pie chart illustrates the percentages of quotes for each quote source at the reporting
period and can be viewed by the Quote Types. The corresponding bar graph has a stacked
bar for each Line of business over time that is stacked with each quote source.

Figure 5-89    Quote Counts by Source
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Quote Counts by Source Method

This pie chart shows the percentage of quotes for each quote source method at the
reporting period and can be viewed by the Quote Types. The corresponding bar graph
has a stacked bar for each Line of business over time that is stacked with each quote
source method.

Figure 5-90    Quote Counts by Source Method

Average Quote Conversion Days

This is a time-series graphical trend report where producers' performance is measured
by average days required in converting from a quote to a policy. This acts as a
performance indicator for producers' efficiency in business conversion.

Drill Down: The report can be further analyzed by Lines of business or Product-wise by
clicking the Click for Graphical View button.

Figure 5-91    Average Quote Conversion Days

Producer Performance Ranking

This tabular report displays the top 10 and bottom 10 in performance based on the
following View By options:

• Written Premium

• Average Written Premium

• Bind Ratio

• Policy Count
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• Quote Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Count

• Loss Ratio Excluding ULAE

• Loss Payments

The table can be populated based on the View options, Producing Agent or Producing
Agency. This report shows performance based on the Lines of business focus.

Figure 5-92    Top 10 and Bottom 10

Lines of Business Ranking

This is a tabular report where quotes are ranked by Lines of businesses through various
performance parameters like the number of quotes, quoted premium, conversion days,
expenses, and so on. This report lists the best and least performers.

Figure 5-93    Lines of Business Ranking

5.2.4 Product Tab
The Product tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for each
Product. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected products for
comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time
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• Company

• Product

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Quote Counts by Type

This pie chart illustrates the percentages of quotes for each quote type at the reporting
period. The corresponding line graph illustrates the similar value, as selected by the
filter, over time with a line for each Product. The filter allows the user to select the
quote type.

Figure 5-94    Quote Counts by Type

Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

This pie chart illustrates the percentage of policy count or written premium attributed
based on the distribution channels for the corporation. The corresponding bar graph
has a stacked bar for each product. Each bar is stacked by distribution channel type
and is repeated over time.

Figure 5-95    Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

Quote Counts by Source

This pie chart illustrates the percentages of quotes for each quote source at the
reporting period and can be viewed by the Quote Types. The corresponding bar graph
has a stacked bar for each Line of business over time that is stacked with each quote
source.
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Figure 5-96    Quote Counts by Source

Quote Counts by Source Method

This pie chart shows the percentage of quotes for each quote source method at the reporting
period and can be viewed by the Quote Types. The corresponding bar graph has a stacked
bar for each product over time that is stacked with each quote source method.

Figure 5-97    Quote Counts by Source Method

Average Quote Conversion Days

This is a time-series graphical trend report where producers' performance is measured by
average days required in converting from a quote to a policy. This acts as a performance
indicator for producers' efficiency in business conversion.

Drill Down: The report can be further analyzed by Lines of business or Product-wise by
clicking the Click for Graphical View button.

Figure 5-98    Average Quote Conversion Days
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Producer Performance Ranking

This tabular report displays the top 10 and bottom 10 in performance based on the
following View By options:

• Written Premium

• Average Written Premium

• Bind Ratio

• Policy Count

• Quote Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Count

• Loss Ratio Excluding ULAE

• Loss Payments

The table can be populated based on the View options, Producing Agent or Producing
Agency. This report shows performance based on the Product focus.

Figure 5-99    Producer Performance Ranking

Product Ranking

This is a tabular report where quotes are ranked by Lines of businesses through
various performance parameters like the number of quotes, quoted premium,
conversion days, expenses, and so on. This report lists the best and least performers.
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Figure 5-100    Product Ranking

5.2.5 Region Tab
The Region tab includes reports represented in tabular and map format that summarizes
results for geographical regions. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused
on selected combinations for geographical comparison.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Geography

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Quote Growth Distribution

This is a geographic heat map that illustrates the count of quotes over geographic regions
with areas of similar amounts colored similarly.

Figure 5-101    Quote Growth Distribution
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Quoted Amount

This is a geographic heat map that illustrates the quoted amount over geographic
regions with areas of similar amounts colored similarly. The following quoted amount
type can be viewed by selecting the specific types from the quoted amount type
selection field:

• Policy Total

• Written Fee

• Written Taxes

• Written Premium

Figure 5-102    Quoted Amount

New Business Binding Ratio

This is a geographic heat map that shows the new business quote to bind ratio
performance over geographic regions with areas of similar areas colored similarly.

Figure 5-103    New Business Binding Ratio

New Business Bound Quotes Written Premium

This is a geographic heat map that illustrates the new business performance in terms
of the written premium over geographic regions with areas of similar areas colored
similarly.
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Figure 5-104    New Business Bound Quotes Written Premium

Endorsement Quote to Cancellation Ratio

This is a geographic heat map that summarizes the ratio of policies where an endorsement
quote was generated and remained in force until policy expiration and the policies where an
endorsement quote was generated and the policy was later canceled. The ratios are
distributed over geographic regions with areas of similar areas colored similarly.

Figure 5-105    Endorsement Quote to Cancellation Ratio

Renewal Quote to Expired Ratio

This is a geographic heat map that summarizes the ratio of policies where a renewal quote
was generated and the policy renewed and the policies where a renewal quote was
generated and the policy later expired. The ratios are distributed over geographic regions
with areas of similar areas colored similarly.

Figure 5-106    Renewal Quote to Expired Ratio
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Producer Performance Ranking

This tabular report displays the top 10 and bottom 10 in performance based on the
following View By options:

• Written Premium

• Average Written Premium

• Bind Ratio

• Policy Count

• Quote Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Count

• Loss Ratio Excluding ULAE

• Loss Payments

The performance is based on each region producer's performance in the region for the
selected view. The table can be populated based on the View options, Producing
Agent or Producing Agency.

Figure 5-107    Producer Performance Ranking

5.2.6 Producer Performance Tab
The Producer Performance tab focuses on the results of the Producing Agents and
Producing Agencies. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected combinations for comparison or more targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Geography

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Producer Performance Ranking

This tabular report displays the top 10 and bottom 10 in performance based on the
following View By options:
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• Written Premium

• Average Written Premium

• Bind Ratio

• Policy Count

• Quote Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Count

• Loss Ratio Excluding ULAE

• Loss Payments

The View determines whether Producing Agent or Producing Agency is illustrated in the
tabular report.

Figure 5-108    Producer Performance Ranking – Top 10 and Bottom 10

Active Producer Appointments

This map plots the count of agents or agencies with active appointments to write new
business. The agent or agency address is the basis for the location of the agent.

Figure 5-109    Active Producer Appointments

Producer Performance Analysis

This tabular report provides a summary of Key Performance Metrics for the agents and
agencies and averages the results for each of the respective classifications. This provides the
basis for comparison when looking at individual producer performances.
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Figure 5-110    Producer Performance Analysis

Active Producer Counts

This line graph illustrates the different segmentations of agents with active agent
appointments over time. Each segment line represents the count of agents that have
an active appointment to write business at that point in time.

Figure 5-111    Active Producer Counts

Inactive Producers Summary

This line graph illustrates the count of agents or agencies over time that have not
written a new business policy within either 30, 60, or 90 days since the reporting
period start date. These producers have current appointments but are not currently
placing new policies with the organization.
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Figure 5-112    Inactive Producers Summary

Individual Producer Performance Analysis

This tabular report illustrates the performance in key performance areas. The results are
populated based on the values selected in the agency and producing agent filters. This
allows multiple columns to present for multiple view selections.

Figure 5-113    Individual Producer Performance Analysis

5.3 Managing Policy Performance Dashboard
This chapter explains the reports available under each tab in the Policy Performance
Dashboard.

Policy Performance Dashboard tabs:

• Summary
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• Key Facts

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Region

• Producer

5.3.1 Summary Tab
The Summary tab includes information for lines of businesses at the corporate level.
The information contained in the reports generated summarizes how the entire
organization is performing for all the lines of businesses.

Following are the filters available for this tab.

• Time

• Company

• Geography

• Lines of Business

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Policy Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of key performance indicators represented through flash
boxes for the current period.

Figure 5-114    Key Policy Performance Indicators Flash

In-force Policy Count

This report shows active in-force policy counts across all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-115    In-force Policy Count

New Business Bind Ratio

This report shows a new business quote to bind ratio performance across lines of business
through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-116    New Business Bind Ratio

New Business Written Premium

This report shows new business performance in terms of written premium across all lines of
business and underlying products through a time series. This report can be viewed over
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various periods, company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level
prompts.

Figure 5-117    New Business Written Premium

Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

This report shows policy performance in terms of new business acquisition through
different distribution channels through a time series. This report can be viewed over
various periods, company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level
prompts.

Figure 5-118    Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel
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New Business Cancellation Ratio

This report shows policy performance in terms of loss of new business through cancellation
over a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, and
lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-119    New Business Cancellation Ratio

Top 10 Products by New Business Policies

This report shows policy performance by ranking top selling ten products acquiring new
business policies. This report shows policy counts and can be analyzed by report level filters,
product name, and product category. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-120    Top 10 Products by New Business Policies

Average Premium by Lines of Business

This report shows policy performance in terms of the average premium generated by lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-121    Average Premium by Lines of Business

Average Premium by Product

This report shows policy performance in terms of the average premium generated by-
products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-122    Average Premium by Product

5.3.2 Key Facts Tab
The Key Fact tab includes Key Performance Indicator Reports for lines of businesses
at the corporate level. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected combinations for comparison and targeted analysis.
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The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

• Lines of Business

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Policy Performance Indicators

This report shows snapshots of current key performance areas against a target.

Figure 5-123    Key Policy Performance Indicators

Policy Premium by Premium Type

This report shows business revenue in terms of premium generated through different
premium types over a time series. Various types of premium options such as written, earned,
ceded, retained, earned uncollected, and refunded are available as report-level filters. This
report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, and lines of business
selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-124    Policy Premium by Premium Type
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Policy Expense Summary

This report shows different policy-related expenses incurred over the period. The
report can be analyzed by report level filters for different expense types. This report
can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, and lines of business
selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-125    Policy Expense Summary

Policy Count by Policy Type

This report shows the count of policies through different policy types, that is, active in-
force, reissue, rewritten, canceled, and non-renewed policies through a time series.
This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, and lines of
business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by
current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a time
series.

Figure 5-126    Policy Count by Policy Type

Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

This report shows the percentage of policies acquired through different sales and
distribution channels maintained by the company and can be analyzed by report level
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filters, policy count, and premium amount. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-127    Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

Policy Attrition - Company versus Insured

This report shows a loss of business through policy attrition through a time series. Attrition
analysis can be done by percentage between company initiated and insured initiated attrition
through the attrition types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and expiry, as well as attrition
policy premium amount and attrition policy count. This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The
pie chart shows policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the
values through a time series.

Figure 5-128    Policy Attrition - Company versus Insured

Policy Attrition by Reason

This report shows policy attrition occurred due to various attrition reasons. Attrition reason
analysis can be done by percentage between company initiated and insured initiated attrition
through the attrition types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and expiry as well by attrition
reasons. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, and lines of
business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by current in-
time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a time series.
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Figure 5-129    Policy Attrition by Reason

Policy Attrition By Distribution Channel

This report shows policy attrition by various distribution channels. Attrition analysis can
be done by percentage between company initiated and insured initiated attrition
through the attrition types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and expiry as well by
distribution channels. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart
shows policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the
values through a time series. Figure 142: Policy Attrition By Distribution Channel.

Figure 5-130    Policy Attrition By Distribution Channel

Policy Attrition By Billing Plan

This report shows policy attrition by various distribution channels. Attrition analysis can
be done by percentage between company initiated and insured initiated attrition
through the attrition types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and expiry as well by
billing plan type. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy
count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a
time series.

Figure 5-131    Policy Attrition By Billing Plan
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Cancellation Attrition Timing

This report shows policy attrition by cancellation timings. Attrition analysis can be done by
percentage between company initiated and insured initiated attrition through the attrition
types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and expiry as well by cancellation attrition periods,
for example, "First 30 days" and "First 45 days". This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The
pie chart shows policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the
values through a time series.

Figure 5-132    Cancellation Attrition Timing

5.3.3 Lines of Business Tab
The Lines of business tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for
each Line of business. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected lines of business for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

• Lines of Business

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Lines of Business Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of current key performance areas against the target.

Figure 5-133    Key Lines of Business Performance Indicators Flash
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Top 10 Lines of business by Written Premium

This report ranks the top ten lines of business in terms of written premium and their
previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-134    Top 10 Lines of Business by Written Premium

Bottom 10 Lines of business by Written Premium

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten lines of business in terms of written
premium and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-135    Bottom 10 Lines of business by Written Premium

Top 10 Lines of Business by Policy Count

This report ranks the best performing top ten lines of business in terms of policy
counts and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-136    Top 10 Lines of Business by Policy Count

Bottom 10 Lines of Business by Policy Count

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten lines of business in terms of policy counts
and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-137    Bottom 10 Lines of Business by Policy Count

Top 10 Lines of Business by Earned Premium

This report ranks best performing top ten lines of business in terms of earned premium and
their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-138    Top 10 Lines of Business by Earned Premium

Bottom 10 Lines of Business by Earned Premium

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten lines of business in terms of
earned premium and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-139    Bottom 10 Lines of Business by Earned Premium

Claim Payment Analysis by Lines of Business

This report shows claim payments by lines of business through a comparison between
actual and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
geography, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart
shows policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the
values through a time series.
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Figure 5-140    Claim Payment Analysis by Lines of Business

Loss Expense Analysis by Lines of Business

This report shows loss expenses by lines of business through a comparison between actual
and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by
current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a time series.

Figure 5-141    Loss Expense Analysis by Lines of Business

Loss Recovery Analysis by Lines of Business

This report shows loss recovery by lines of business through a comparison between actual
and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by
current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a time series.

Figure 5-142    Loss Recovery Analysis by Lines of Business

Policy Attrition by Lines of Business

This report shows policy attritions by lines of business. This report can be viewed for current
performance by different attrition types such as cancellation, expiry, and non-renewals. This
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report can also be analyzed both in terms of lost policy counts and lost written
premium. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, and
lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy counts
by current in-time values wherein the line graph represents the values through a time
series.

Figure 5-143    Policy Attrition by Lines of Business

Top Attrition Reasons by Lines of Business

This report analyzes policy attrition reasons and ranks them by each attrition reason
and by lines of business.

Figure 5-144    Top Attrition Reasons by Lines of Business

Attrition Analysis by Lines of Business

This report analyzes policy attrition reasons by lines of business and shows attritions
through the three key parameters such as lost policy count, lost premium count, and
attrition ratio.
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Figure 5-145    Attrition Analysis by Lines of Business

Top Ten Regions Analysis

This report analyzes policy business at a regional level and displays top-performing Lines of
business and regions. The lines of business and region-wise ranking can be further analyzed
through the following performance indicators:

• Written Premium

• Average Written Premium

• Bind Ratio

• Policy Count

• Quote Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Loss Ratio
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Figure 5-146    Top Ten Regions Analysis

5.3.4 Product Tab
The Product tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for
each Product. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected
products for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

• Lines of Business

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Product Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of current key performance areas against the target.

Figure 5-147    Key Product Performance Indicators Flash

Top 10 Products by Written Premium

This report ranks the top ten products in terms of written premium and their previous
ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography
products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-148    Top 10 Products by Written Premium

Bottom 10 Products by Written Premium

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten products in terms of written premium and
their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography,
product, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-149    Bottom 10 Products by Written Premium

Top 10 Products by Policy Count

This report ranks the best performing top ten products in terms of policy counts and their
previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography,
product, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-150    Top 10 Products by Policy Count

Bottom 10 Products by Policy Count

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten products in terms of policy counts
and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
geography, products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-151    Bottom 10 Products by Policy Count

Top 10 Products by Earned Premium

This report ranks the best performing top ten products in terms of earned premium and
their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
geography, products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 5-152    Top 10 Products by Earned Premium

Bottom 10 Products by Earned Premium

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten products in terms of earned premium and
their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography,
products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 5-153    Bottom 10 Products by Earned Premium

Claim Payment Analysis by Product

This report shows claim payments by-products through a comparison between actual and
planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography,
product, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy
count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a time
series.
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Figure 5-154    Claim Payment Analysis by Product

Loss Expense Analysis by Products

This report shows the loss of expenses products through a comparison between actual
and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
geography, products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie
chart shows policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents
the values through a time series.

Figure 5-155    Loss Expense Analysis by Products

Loss Recovery Analysis by Products

This report shows loss recovery by-products through a comparison between actual
and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
geography, product, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie
chart shows policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents
the values through a time series.

Figure 5-156    Loss Recovery Analysis by Products
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Policy Attrition by Product

This report shows policy attritions by Products. This report can be viewed for current
performance by different attrition types like cancellation, expiry, and non-renewals. This report
can also be analyzed both in terms of lost policy counts and lost written premium. This report
can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, Product, and lines of business
selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy counts by current in-time
values wherein the line graph represents the values through a time series.

Figure 5-157    Policy Attrition by Product

Top Attrition Reasons by Product

This report analyzes policy attrition reasons and ranks them by each attrition reason and by
lines of business.

Figure 5-158    Top Attrition Reasons by Product

Attrition Analysis by Product

This report analyzes policy attrition reasons by-products and shows attritions through the
three key parameters lost policy count, lost premium count, and attrition ratio.
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Figure 5-159    Attrition Analysis by Product

Top Ten Regions Analysis

This report analyzes policy business at a regional level and displays top-performing
Products and regions. The product and region wise ranking can be further analyzed
through the following performance indicators:

• Written Premium

• Average Written Premium

• Bind Ratio

• Policy Count

• Quote Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Loss Ratio
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Figure 5-160    Top Ten Regions Analysis

5.3.5 Region Tab
The Region tab includes reports represented in tabular and map format that summarizes
results for geographical regions. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused
on selected combinations for geographical comparison.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

• Lines of Business

• Product

The various reports available for this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Premium By Region

This report shows different types of premium revenue by various geographical regions. This
report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, product, and lines of
business selected from the page-level prompts. This report shows premium income through
the following premiums.

• Written premium

• Earned premium

• Ceded premium

• Retained premium

• Refund premium

• Uncollected earned premiums
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The report Premium By Region can be further analyzed by regions, period, and
premium types, for example, written premium, earned premium, ceded premium,
retained premium, refund premium, and uncollected Earned Premium. Click any
premium type to view the report in the drill-down mode.

Figure 5-161    Premium by Region

Active Policy Counts By Region

This report shows the count of policies written by different policy types, that is, total
policy count, new business policy count, and renewal policy count. This report can be
viewed over various periods, company, geography, product, and lines of business
selected from the page-level prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, and policy counts of different
policy statuses, for example, policy count, new business policy count, and renewal
policy count. Click any policy status to view the report in the drill-down mode.
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Figure 5-162    Active Policy Counts By Region

Attrition Policy Counts By Region

This report illustrates the count of attrition policies by different attrition types type, that is,
canceled policy, expired, and non-renewal policies. This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, geography, product, and lines of business selected from page-level
prompts. Drill Down: The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, and counts by
different attrition policy types, for example, canceled, non-renewed, and expired policies.
Click any attrition policy type to view the report in the drill-down mode.
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Figure 5-163    Attrition Policy Counts By Region

Claim Status By Region

This report illustrates the count of claims by claims in a different status, for example,
claims reported, claims settled, and claims in litigation. This report can be viewed over
various periods, company, geography, product, and lines of business selected from
page-level prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, claim status, and counts, for
example, Number of Claims Reported, Number of Claims Settled, and Litigation
Claims. Click any claim status to view the report in the drill-down mode.

Figure 5-164    Claim Status By Region
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Claim Payments by Region

This report illustrates the claim payment like loss payments, catastrophic claim payments,
and litigation claim payments through the geographical map and a drill through time series.
This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, product, and lines of
business selected from page-level prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, and claims, for example, Number of
loss payments, catastrophic claim payments, and litigation claim payments. Click any claim
payment to view the report in the drill-down mode.

Figure 5-165    Claim Payments by Region

Producer Ranking By Region

This report shows the ranking for the top ten best performing and least performing producers.
This also shows the region-wise ranking.

This report can be further analyzed by clicking each region where top or bottom 10 producers
are ranked for each region and their performance measurement for each ranked producer
through the following performance key indicators:

• Policy Count

• Written Premium

• Bind Ratio

• Conversion Aging

• Claim Count

• Claims Payments

• Loss Ratio

Figure 5-166    Producer Ranking By Region
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Customers by Region

This report shows the customer by the region. This also shows the region-wise
customers count.

Figure 5-167    Customers by Region

5.3.6 Producer Tab
The Producer Performance tab focuses on the results of the Producing Agents and
Producing Agencies. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected combinations for comparison or more targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Geography

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Producer

The various reports available for this tab are discussed in the following sections.

New Business

This is a tabular report where the status of a new business can be monitored through a
new business in comparison with the business for the previous period for each region.
This report can be viewed by policy count and written premium.
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Figure 5-168    New Business

Producer Distribution

This is a tabular report where the count of producers can be monitored in comparison with
the number of producers for the previous period for each region.

Figure 5-169    Producer Distribution

Top Ten Producers

This is a tabular report where the top-performing producers are ranked through business
measures generated by each of them in comparison with the previous period business
measures and previous rank. This report also records the upward and downward movement
of the producer's rank compared between current and previous ranking. This ranking can be
viewed by the following business measures and each of these options can be selected from
report level drop-down filters.

• Written Premium

• Bind Ratio

• Policy Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Count

• Loss Ratio
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• Loss Payments

Figure 5-170    Top Ten Producers

Bottom Ten Producers

This is a tabular report where the least performing producers are ranked through
business measures generated by each of them in comparison with the previous period
business measures and previous rank. This report also records the upward and
downward movement of the producer's rank compared between current and previous
ranking. This ranking can be viewed by the following business measures and each of
these options can be selected from report level drop-down filters.

• Written Premium

• Bind Ratio

• Policy Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Count

• Loss Ratio

• Loss Payments

Figure 5-171    Bottom Ten Producers
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Active Producer Appointments

This tabular report records and shows the region-wise count for all producers, the number of
producers with active appointments, the active percentage in comparison with previous
counts, and previous period active appointments for each region.

Figure 5-172    Active Producer Appointments

Producer Performance Analysis

This tabular report shows the producers' performance through the following performance
measures.

• Average New Business Policy Count

• Average Renewal Policy Count

• Average Attrition Ratio

• Percentage Above Average Attrition Ratio

• Percentage Below Average Attrition Ratio

• Average Loss Ratio

• Percentage Above Average Loss Ratio

• Percentage Below Average Loss Ratio

Each of the performance measures numbered from 4..8 can be further analyzed individually
where a comparison is done between the current performance measure and previous
business measure selected for further analysis.

Figure 5-173    Producer Performance Analysis
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Inactive Producer Summary

This line graph report illustrates the inactivity period in terms of days ranging from
30-90 days for agents and agencies.

Figure 5-174    Inactive Producer Summary

Premium and Claim

This report shows the business through premium revenue with regards to claims
payments for the business over a time series. This report illustrates and shows the
periodic analysis for written premium and earned premium revenue with claim
payments made for the periods.

Figure 5-175    Premium and Claim
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New Business

This is a map report where New Business volume is measured across regions. This report
can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, product, and lines of business
selected from page-level prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by Lines of business or Product-wise by clicking the Click
for Graphical View button and the areas of the map.

Figure 5-176    New Business

Producer Distribution

This is a map report where Producer Distribution is measured across regions. This report can
be viewed over various periods, company, geography, product, and lines of business selected
from page-level prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by Lines of business or Product-wise by clicking the Click
for Graphical View Mode button and the areas of the map.
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Figure 5-177    Producer Distribution

Active Producer Appointments

This is a map report where the active producer availability by appointment status
(Active Status) is measured across regions. This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, geography, product, and lines of business selected from page-level
prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by Lines of business or Product-wise by clicking
the Click for Tabular View button and the areas of the map.

Figure 5-178    Active Producer Appointments

5.4 Managing Claim Performance Dashboard
This chapter explains the report available under each tab in the Claim Performance
Dashboard.

Claim Performance Dashboard tabs:

• Summary
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• Claim Handling

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Catastrophe

5.4.1 Summary Tab
The Summary tab includes information at the corporate level. The information contained in
the reports generated summarizes how the entire organization is performing.

The filters for this tab include:

• Time

• Company

• Catastrophe

• Geography

The various reports available for this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Key Claim Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of key performance indicators represented through flash boxes
for the current period.

Figure 5-179    Key Claim Performance Indicators Flash

Claim Expenses Ratio

Claim Expense is a line graph that displays the Claim Expense Ratio, the ratio of the amount
of expenses to the total amount of the claim paid, at the point in time of the reporting period
and over a time series. Each insurance company is represented by its own line.
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Figure 5-180    Claim Expenses Ratio

Claim Recoveries

This is a line graph that displays the monetary amount of claim recovery payments
received by a company at the point in time of the reporting period and over a time
series. Each insurance company is represented by its own line.

Figure 5-181    Claim Recoveries

Claim Net Losses Map

Claim Net Losses Map is a geographic heat map that illustrates the monetary amount
of Net Losses, that is, paid Losses exclusive of Expenses, over geographic regions
with areas of similar amounts colored similarly. The Location of Loss provides the
basis for geographical mapping.
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Figure 5-182    Claim Net Losses Map

Claim Count Map

This is a geographic heat map that illustrates the count of claim occurrences over geographic
regions with areas of similar amounts colored similarly. The Location of Loss provides the
basis for geographical mapping.

Figure 5-183    Claim Count Map

Top Ten Geographical Regions for Claim Payments

This is a table that ranks the geographical regions with the highest monetary amount total
claim payments for a given reporting period. The percentage of all payments represents the
amount of all claim payments generated during the same reporting period in comparison to
those only for the given region.

Figure 5-184    Top Ten Geographical Regions for Claim Payments
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Top Ten Geographical Regions for Claims Reported

This is a table that ranks the geographical regions with the highest claim counts for a
given reporting period. The percentage of all occurrences represents the amount of all
claim counts generated during the same reporting period in comparison to those only
for the given region.

Figure 5-185    Top Ten Geographical Regions for Claims Reported

Claim Count

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims added to the system over
a time series and has a line for each Line of business.

Figure 5-186    Claim Count

Incurred Losses

This represents the incurred losses, the total amount of paid claims, and loss reserves
associated with a reporting period over a time series. This report is generated for the
corporation as a whole and illustrates each Line of business with its own line.
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Figure 5-187    Incurred Losses

Claim Expenses

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary amount of claim expenses, payments
made for services, and other non-loss-related costs, issued over a time series. Each
insurance company is represented by its own line.

Figure 5-188    Claim Expenses

Loss Reserve on Open Claims

This is a line graph that displays the monetary amount in claim reserves at the point in time of
the reporting period and over a time series. Each insurance company is represented by its
own line.
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Figure 5-189    Loss Reserve on Open Claims

Combined Ratio

This report is a line graph that illustrates the Combined Ratio, that is, the sum of two
ratios, one calculated by dividing incurred losses plus loss adjustment expense (LAE)
by earned premiums, and the other calculated by dividing all other expenses by either
earned premiums, over time. Each Insurance Company is represented by its own line.

Figure 5-190    Combined Ratio

Loss Ratio

This report is a line graph that illustrates the Loss Ratio, the ratio of incurred losses to
earned premiums, over a time series. In this report, each insurance company is
represented by its own line.
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Figure 5-191    Loss Ratio

Claims Closed without Payment

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were closed during the
reporting period without any loss payments generated for the claim.

Expenses may have been paid for these claims. Each insurance company is represented by
its own line.

Figure 5-192    Claims Closed without Payment

Referrals for Specialized Claim Handling

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were referred for specialized
handling during a reporting period and are shown over a time series. Each referral reason is
represented by its own line.
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Figure 5-193    Referrals for Specialized Claim Handling

Specialized Claim Handling Recoveries

This report is a line graph that illustrates Claim Recovery Payments. Claim Recovery
Payments is the monetary amount of payments received to reimburse the insurance
company for payments it generated for losses and claims that were handled in a
specialized manner. These manners include fraud investigation, litigation, subrogation,
and so on. Each specialized claim handling method is represented by its own line and
amounts are shown over a time series.

Figure 5-194    Specialized Claim Handling Recoveries

5.4.2 Claim Handling Tab
The Claim Handling tab includes information at the corporate level and focuses on the
manner and quality by which the handling of a claim is measured.

The filters for this tab include:

• Time
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• Company

• Geography

The various reports available for this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Average Days until Closed

This report is a line graph that illustrates the average number of days between the day a
claim is opened in the system and the date that the status of the same claim is changed to
"Closed". This average is shown over a time series for each insurance company.

Figure 5-195    Average Days until Closed

Closed Without Payment

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were closed during the
reporting period without any loss payments generated for the claim.

Expenses may have been paid for these claims. Each Insurance Company is represented by
its own line.

Figure 5-196    Closed Without Payment
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Claims Closed Due to Fraud

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that, after an investigation,
were deemed to be fraudulent. In this report, the count is exhibited over a time series
with each insurance company represented by its own line.

Figure 5-197    Claims Closed Due to Fraud

Reopened Claims

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were changed back to
an "Opened" status after it was previously closed. This report shows affected claims
during the reporting periods over a time series with each insurance company
represented with its own line.

Figure 5-198    Reopened Claims
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Litigation Claims

This report is a line graph that displays the count of claims that resulted in a judicial litigation
case being initiated. This shows the count of claims per Line of business where this process
occurred over time.

Figure 5-199    Litigation Claims

Subrogation Claims

This report is a line graph that represents the count of claims where subrogation, a process
by which a payment arrangement has been agreed where a non-insured at-fault party agrees
to reimburse the insurer for payments it made for damages an insured suffered due to the
actions of the at-fault party, was initiated for the claim during the reporting period. This report
illustrates the count of the affected claims over a time series with each insurance company
being represented by its own line.

Figure 5-200    Subrogation Claims
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5.4.3 Lines of Business Tab
The Lines of business tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance
Indicators for each Line of business. The filters for this tab allow the report results to
be focused on selected combinations for comparison and targeted analysis.

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Geography

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Claim Ranking by Lines of Business

This is a tabular report that lists the Lines of Business in the order of greatest value to
least value based on the Grade Basis selected. The information provided includes Key
Performance Indicators for Claim Performance.

Figure 5-201    Claim Ranking by Lines of Business

Catastrophe Claim by Lines of Business

This is a tabular report that provides a summary of the effects of a Catastrophe on the
Claims Performance for the Lines of business. The total Claim Payments, Net Losses,
and Claim Count are presented for each Line of business for each Catastrophic Event.
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Figure 5-202    Catastrophe Claim by Lines of Business

Lines of Business Loss Ratio

This report is a line graph that illustrates the Loss Ratio, the ratio of incurred losses to earned
premiums, over a time series. In this report, each Line of business is represented by its own
line.
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Figure 5-203    Lines of Business Loss Ratio

Lines of Business Incurred Loss

This report is a line graph that represents the Incurred Losses, total amount of paid
claims, and loss reserves associated with a reporting period, over a time series. This
also illustrates each Line of business with its own line.

Figure 5-204    Lines of Business Incurred Loss

Claim Payments by Loss Type

This report is a line graph that summarizes the monetary amount of payments that
have been made for losses reported for each Line of business. The loss types can be
further filtered to see the specific loss type details. Each Line of business is
represented by its own line.
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Figure 5-205    Claim Payments by Loss Type

Payments by Reinsurance Company

This report is a Bar/Line graph that illustrates the relationship between the amount of
payments made by the insurer and those that were received by the reinsurers.

Figure 5-206    Payments by Reinsurance Company

Expenses by Loss Type

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary payment totals generated for
Expenses on claims based on the cause of the loss. Each Expense amount is categorized by
Lines of business and type of Loss. Additional Details can be reviewed by selecting a specific
Loss Type from the Loss Type selection field.
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Figure 5-207    Expenses by Loss Type

Expenses by Expense Type

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary payment totals generated for
Expenses on claims based on the categorization of the expense. Each expense
amount is categorized by the Lines of business and type of Expense. Additional
Details can be reviewed by selecting a specific Expense Type from the Expense Type
selection field.

Figure 5-208    Expenses by Expense Type

Recovery Overview by Lines of Business

This report is a tabular representation illustrating the performance of Recovery
Referral for each Line of business and the performance of those efforts.
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Figure 5-209    Recovery Overview by Lines of Business

Recovery Payments by Lines of Business

This report is a line graph that illustrates the total monetary amount of Recovery Payments,
payments received by an insurer that reimburse it for losses it paid, received during a
reporting period and shown over a period for each Line of business. Each Line of business is
represented by its own line.

Figure 5-210    Recovery Payments by Lines of Business
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Average Days until Closed

This report is a line graph that illustrates the average number of days between the day
a claim is opened in the system and the date that the status of the same claim is
changed to "Closed". This average is shown over a time series for each Line of
business.

Figure 5-211    Average Days until Closed

Claims Closed without Payment

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were closed during
the reporting period without any loss payments generated for the claim.

Expenses may have been paid for these claims. Each Line of business is represented
by its own line.

Figure 5-212    Claims Closed without Payment
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Claims Closed Due to Fraud

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that, after an investigation, were
deemed to be fraudulent. In this report, the count is exhibited over a time series with each
Line of business represented by its own line.

Figure 5-213    Claims Closed Due to Fraud

Reopened Claims

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were changed back to an
"Opened" status after it was previously closed. This report shows affected claims during the
reporting periods over a time series with each Line of business represented with its own line.

Figure 5-214    Reopened Claims

Litigation Claims

This report is a line graph that represents the count of claims where a judicial litigation case
was initiated for the claim during the reporting period. This report illustrates the count of the
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affected claims for over a time series with each Line of business being represented by
its own line.

Figure 5-215    Litigation Claims

5.4.4 Product Tab
The Product tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for
each Product. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected
combinations for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Product

• Geography

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Claim Ranking by Product

This is a tabular report that lists the Product in the order of greatest value to least
value based on the Grade Basis selected. The information provided includes Key
Performance Indicators for Claim Performance.

Figure 5-216    Claim Ranking by Product
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Catastrophe Claim by Product

This is a tabular report that provides a summary of the effects of a Catastrophe on the Claims
Performance for the Product. The total Claim Payments, Net Losses, and Claim Count are
presented for each Product for each Catastrophic Event.

Figure 5-217    Catastrophe Claim by Product

Loss Ratio by Product

This is a line graph that illustrates the Loss Ratio, the ratio of incurred losses to earned
premiums, over a time series. In this report, each Product is represented by its own line.
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Figure 5-218    Loss Ratio by Product

Incurred Losses by Product

This report represents the Incurred Losses, the total amount of paid claims, and loss
reserves associated with a reporting period, over a time series. This report is
generated for the corporation as a whole and illustrates each product with its own line.

Figure 5-219    Incurred Losses by Product

Claim Payments by Loss Type

This report is a line graph that summarizes the monetary amount of payments that
have been made for losses reported for each product. The loss types may be further
filtered to see specific loss type detail. Each Product is represented by its own line.
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Figure 5-220    Claim Payments by Loss Type

Payments by Reinsurance Company

This report is a bar/line graph that illustrates the relationship between the amount of
payments made by the insurer and those that were received by the reinsurers.

Figure 5-221    Payments by Reinsurance Company

Expenses by Loss Type

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary payment totals generated for
Expenses on claims based on the cause of the loss. Each Expense amount is categorized by
the Product and type of Expense Allocation. Additional Details can be reviewed by selecting a
specific Loss Type from the Loss Type selection field.
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Figure 5-222    Expenses by Loss Type

Expenses by Expense Type

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary payment totals generated for
Expenses on claims based on the categorization of the expense. Each Expense
amount is categorized by the Product and type of Expense. Additional Details can be
reviewed by selecting a specific Expense Type from the Expense Type selection field.

Figure 5-223    Expenses by Expense Type

Recovery Overview by Product

This report is a tabular representation illustrating the performance of Recovery
Referral for each Product and the performance of those efforts.
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Figure 5-224    Recovery Overview by Product

Recovery Payments by Product

This report is a line graph that illustrates the total monetary amount of Recovery Payments,
payments received by an insurer that reimburse it for losses it paid, received during a
reporting period and shown over a period for each Product. Each Product is represented by
its own line.

Figure 5-225    Recovery Payments by Product

Average Days until Closed

This report is a line graph that illustrates the average number of days between the day a
claim is opened in the system and the date that the status of the same claim is changed to
"Closed". This average is shown over a time series for each Product.
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Figure 5-226    Average Days until Closed

Claims Closed without Payment

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were closed during
the reporting period without any loss payments generated for the claim.

Expenses may have been paid for these claims. Each Product is represented by its
own line.

Figure 5-227    Claims Closed without Payment

Claims Closed Due to Fraud

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that, after an investigation,
were deemed to be fraudulent. In this report, the count is exhibited over a time series
with each Product represented by its own line.
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Figure 5-228    Claims Closed Due to Fraud

Reopened Claims

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were changed back to an
"Opened" status after it was previously closed. This report shows affected claims during the
reporting periods over a time series with each Product represented with its own line.

Figure 5-229    Reopened Claims

Litigation Claims

This report is a line graph that represents the count of claims where a judicial litigation case
was initiated for the claim during the reporting period. This report illustrates the count of the
affected claims for over a time series with each Product being represented by its own line.
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Figure 5-230    Litigation Claims

5.4.5 Catastrophe Tab
The Catastrophe tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for
declared Catastrophe. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected combinations for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Catastrophe

• Geography

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Catastrophe Net Losses Map

This report is a Geographic Heat Map that illustrates the monetary amount of Net
Losses, that is, Paid Losses exclusive of Expenses, for Catastrophe Claims over
geographic regions with areas of similar amounts colored similarly. The Location of
Loss provides the basis for geographical mapping.

Figure 5-231    Catastrophe Net Losses Map

Catastrophe Claim Ranking

An assessment and ranking of catastrophe losses can be measured by various
performance measures like net losses, claim payments, and through the number of
claims across regions and catastrophes. This report contains both tabular and
geographical map that lists the catastrophe in the order of greatest value to the least
value based on the grade basis selected.
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Figure 5-232    Catastrophe Claim Ranking

Catastrophe Lines of Business Impact

This is a tabular report that provides a summary of the effects of a catastrophe on the claim
performance for the lines of business. The total claim payments, net losses, and claim count
are presented for each Line of business for each catastrophic event.
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Figure 5-233    Catastrophe Lines of Business Impact

Catastrophe Product Impact

This is a tabular report that provides a summary of the effects of a catastrophe on the
claim performance of the product. The total claim payments, net losses, and claim
count are presented for each Line of business for each catastrophic event.
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Figure 5-234    Catastrophe Product Impact

Catastrophe Overview

This is a tabular report that summarizes the key performance factors for Claims performance
for each Catastrophe.

Figure 5-235    Catastrophe Overview

Catastrophe Claim Payments by Loss Type

This report is a line graph that displays the monetary amount of payments that have been
made for losses reported for each catastrophe. The loss types can be further filtered to see
the specific loss type details. Each catastrophe is represented by its own line.
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Figure 5-236    Catastrophe Claim Payments by Loss Type

Catastrophe Payments by Reinsurance Company

This report is a bar/line graph that illustrates the relationship between the amount of
payments made by the insurer and those that were received by the reinsurers for each
Catastrophe.

Figure 5-237    Catastrophe Payments by Reinsurance Company

Catastrophe Expenses by Loss Type

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary payment totals generated for
Expenses on claims based on the cause of the loss. Each Expense amount is
categorized by the Catastrophe and type of Loss. Additional Details can be reviewed
by selecting a specific Loss Type from the Loss Type selection field.
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Figure 5-238    Catastrophe Expenses by Loss Type

Catastrophe Expenses by Expense Type

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary payment totals generated for
expenses on claims based on the categorization of the expense. Each expense amount is
categorized by the catastrophe and type of expense. Additional details can be reviewed by a
specific expense type from the expense type selection field.

Figure 5-239    Catastrophe Expenses by Expense Type

Catastrophe Recovery Overview by Catastrophe

This report is a tabular representation illustrating the performance of Recovery Referral for
each Catastrophe and the performance of those efforts.
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Figure 5-240    Catastrophe Recovery Overview by Catastrophe

Catastrophe Recovery Payments

This report is a line graph that illustrates the total monetary amount of Recovery
Payments, payments received by an insurer that reimburses it for losses it paid,
received for Catastrophe Claims during a reporting period and shown over a period for
each Catastrophe. Each Catastrophe is represented by its own line.

Figure 5-241    Catastrophe Recovery Payments

Average Days until Closed

This report is a line graph that illustrates the average number of days between the day
a catastrophe claim is opened in the system and the date that the status of the same
claim is changed to "Closed". This average is shown over a time series for each
catastrophe.
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Figure 5-242    Average Days until Closed

Closed Without Payment

This report displays the count of catastrophe claims that were closed without any payments
for losses being issued to claimants. The graph shows the average count of days for these
claims per catastrophe over time.

Figure 5-243    Closed Without Payment

Claims Closed Due to Fraud

This report is a line graph that displays the count of catastrophe claims that were closed after
an investigation determined that fraudulent activity occurred and no losses were paid to the
claimant due to the fraud activity. The graph shows the count of these claims per catastrophe
over time.
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Figure 5-244    Claims Closed Due to Fraud

Reopened Claims

This report displays the count of catastrophe claims that were initially closed and then
opened again for further processing. This shows the count of claims per catastrophe
where this process occurred over time.

Figure 5-245    Reopened Claims

Litigation Claims

This report is a line graph that displays the count of catastrophe claims that resulted in
a judicial litigation case being initiated. This shows the count of claims per catastrophe
where this process occurred over time.
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Figure 5-246    Litigation Claims
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6
Life and Annuity Reports

The Life and Annuity Reports consists the following dashboards:

• Corporate Performance

• Policy Performance

• Clain Performance

• Producer Performance

These dahsboards display different tabs that are explained in the following topics.

6.1 Managing Corporate Performance Dashboard
This chapter explains the reports available under each tab in the Corporate Performance
Dashboard.

Corporate Performance Dashboard tabs:

• Corporate Performance Summary

• Performance Overview

• Lines of business Overview

• Lines of Business Performance

• Product Overview

• Product Performance

6.1.1 Corporate Performance Summary Tab
The Corporate Performance Summary tab includes information at the corporate level. The
information contained in the reports generated summarizes how the entire organization is
performing.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

Line of BusinessesThe various reports available under this tab is discussed in the following
sections.

Key Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of key performance indicators represented through flash boxes
for the current period.
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Figure 6-1    Key Performance Indicators Flash

Premium

This report shows premium revenue across all lines of businesses and underlying
products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, and regions Line of Businesses selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-2    Premium

Policy

This report shows policy-related expenses across all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and regions selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-3    Policy

Investment Income

This report shows investment revenue across all lines of businesses and underlying products
through a time-series graph. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
regions Line of Businesses selected from page-level prompts.

Claims

This report shows expense towards claim payments across all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, and region Line of Businesses selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-4    Claims

Expenses

This report shows policy-related expenses across all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and regions Line of Businesses selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-5    Expenses

Ratios

This report shows key business indicator ratios across all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. The key ratio indicator report contains
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various report level filters such as Claim Ratio, Expense Ratio, Claim Settlement Ratio, and
Underwriting Balance Ratio, and can be viewed by individual ratio or all ratios together. This
report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and regions Line of Businesses
selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-6    Ratios

6.1.2 Performance Overview Tab
All reports on this tab focus on the policy performance perspective. The reports represent
business performance through a policy performance perspective.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Region

• Line of Business

• Product

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Customer

This trend report provides enterprise-wide performance with customer and policy information
overtime a period. Various performance metrics-based measures, for example, the Number of
New Customers, Number of Closed Customers, and so on for the reporting period selected,
are compared with the previous periods and displayed. It shows enterprise performance
through customers and policies. This report can be viewed and tracked through control areas
like Time, Company, and Region, Line of Business, and Product.
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Figure 6-7    Customer

Income Statement

At an enterprise level, performance through various financial indicators can be tracked
through an Income Statement. This helps to understand the company's financial
position at a given point in time. This report can be analyzed over various periods,
entities, and Region, LOB, and Products selected from page-level prompts. The values
are in a table.

Figure 6-8    Income Statement

Policy

This report shows counts of policies and count of new business policies for all lines of
businesses and underlying products through a time series. This report can be
analyzed over various periods, entities, and regions, LOB, and products selected from
page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-9    Policy

Premium Trends

This report shows a trend in revenue through different types of premium, for example, Written
Premium, Earned Premium, and Ceded Premium, at an enterprise level, for all lines of
businesses and underlying products through a time series. The Premium Trends report
contains the following report level filters:

• Written Premium

• Earned Premium

• Collected Premium

• Uncollected Earned Premium

• Retained Premium

• Ceded Premium

This report can be viewed by individual premium type or all types together through a line
graph. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, lob, product, and region
selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-10    Premium Trends

Written Premium versus Earned Premium Trend

This report shows the trend in revenue and a comparison between Written Premium
and Earned Premium, at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying
products through a time series. This Trend can further be viewed and analyzed
through filters like Lines of business and Products for more granularities, through a
stacked bar graph. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and
Region, lob, and products selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-11    Written Premium versus Earned Premium Trend
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Earned Premium versus Uncollected Earned Premium

This report shows a trend in the actual collection of earned premium through a comparison
between earned premium, collected premium, and uncollected earned premium. This report
shows at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a
time series. This Trend can further be viewed and analyzed through filters like Lines of
business and Products for more granularities. The values are in a stacked bar graph. This
report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, and regions selected from page-level
prompts.

Figure 6-12    Earned Premium versus Uncollected Earned Premium

Policy Expense Summary Trend

This report shows policy-related expenses under different expense heads at an enterprise
level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time series. This Trend
can further be viewed and analyzed through report level filters like Lines of business and
Products for more granularities. The values are in a clustered bar graph. This report can be
analyzed over various periods, entities, and regions selected from page-level prompts.

New Business Quote Count

This report shows the number of quotes generated for new business, at an enterprise level,
for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time series. This report can be
analyzed over various periods, entities, lob, product, and regions selected from page-level
prompts.
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Figure 6-13    New Business Quote Count

Fee

This report shows fee income generated, earned, collected, and refunded, at an
enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time
series. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, Lob, Product, and
regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-14    Fee

Tax

This report shows the premium tax trend for tax generated, earned, and collected, at
an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time
series. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, Lob, Product, and
Regions selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-15    Tax

Policy Expense versus Claim Expense

This trend report shows a comparison between policy expenses and claim expenses, at an
enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time series.
This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, Lob, Product, and regions selected
from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-16    Policy Expense versus Claim Expense

Claim Payment versus Recovery Trends

This report shows a comparison between claim payments and recoveries made as well as
the trend in various types of recoveries at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and
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underlying products through a time series. This Trend can further be viewed and
analyzed through the following report level filters for more granularities:

• Claim Payments

• All recovery Payments

• Fraud Recovery

• Litigation Recovery

• Reinsurance Recovery

The values are in a line graph. This report can also be analyzed over various periods,
entities, Lob, Product, and regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-17    Claim Payment versus Recovery Trends

Claim Expense Summary Trend

This report shows a trend and comparison between various types of claim expenses at
an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a time
series. This Trend can further be viewed and analyzed through the report level filters,
Lines of business and products, for more granularities. The values are in a clustered
bar graph. This report can also be analyzed over various periods, entities, Lob,
Product, and regions selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-18    Claim Expense Summary Trend

Claim and Expense

This report shows a trend and comparison between underwriting expense and various types
of claim expenses along with actual claim payments, claim ratio, expense ratio, and litigation
expenses at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and underlying products through a
time series. The values are in a line graph. This report can also be analyzed over various
periods, entities, and regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-19    Claim and Expense
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Claim Recovery

This report shows a trend in various types of recoveries as well as the extent of
recoveries against paid losses, at an enterprise level, for all lines of businesses and
underlying products through a time series. The values are in a line graph. This report
can also be analyzed over various periods, entities, lob, products, and regions
selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-20    Claim Recovery

Key Performance Ratios

This report shows the trend in various key performance metrics, that is, operating ratio,
commission ratio, net retention ratio, claim ratio, and so on for all lines of businesses
and underlying products over a selected period. Values are in a line graph. This report
can also be analyzed over various periods, entities, lob, products, and regions
selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-21    Key Performance Ratios
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Key Performance Indicators for Policy

This report shows the trend in two key policy performance indicators that is the gross
premium growth rate and attrition ratio, for all lines of businesses and underlying products
through a time series. The values are in a line graph. This report can also be analyzed over
various periods, entities, lob, products, and regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-22    Key Performance Indicators for Policy

Key Performance Indicators for Claims

This report shows a trend in two key claim performance indicators, average values of claim
frequency and claim severity, for all lines of businesses, and underlying products through a
time series. The values are in a line graph. This report can also be analyzed over various
periods, entities, lob, products, and regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-23    Key Performance Indicators for Claims
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6.1.3 Lines of Business Overview Tab
The Lines of business overview tab includes reports that focus on an overview of Key
Performance Indicators for Lines of businesses. The filters for this tab allow the report
results to be focused on selected lines of business for comparison and targeted
analysis.

The filters are:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Customer Distribution by Policy Status

This report provides customer and policy information through time series. Various
performance metrics-based measures, for example, the Number of New Customers,
Number of Closed Customers, and so on for the reporting period selected, are
displayed on a year-on-year basis. This report can be analyzed over various periods,
entities, regions, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-24    Customer Distribution by Policy Status

Top 10 Lines of Business for In-force Premium and Policy Count

This report provides ranking for the Top 10 lines of businesses in terms of in-force
written premium and policy count with previous period ranking.
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Figure 6-25    Top 10 Lines of Business for In-force Premium and Policy Count

Bottom 10 Lines of Business for In-force Premium and Policy Count

This report provides ranking for the Bottom 10 lines of businesses in terms of in-force, written
premium, and policy count with previous period ranking.

Figure 6-26    Bottom 10 Lines of Business for In-force Premium and Policy Count

Policy Distribution

This report provides a policy count of all active policies through a time series.
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Figure 6-27    Policy Distribution

New Business Policy Distribution

This report provides Policy Count or Written Premium for all new business policies, as
selected from the report level view option, during the reporting period across Lines of
business through time series.

Figure 6-28    New Business Policy Distribution

Policy Attrition

The objective of the report is to show Attrition Policy Count (Lost) and Attrition Written
Premium (lost business across Lines of businesses over a period. The Attrition Policy
count and attrition written premium values can be filtered and analyzed through report
level filters on various attrition types, for example, Cancellation, nonrenewal, and
expiration.
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Figure 6-29    Policy Attrition

Quote Declines

The objective of the report is to show the count of quote declines across lines of businesses.
This report displays declines by various quote types through a time series. The report can be
analyzed by all declined quotes as well as by various quote types, that is, New Business
Quotes, Endorsement Quotes, Renewal Quotes, Reinstatement Quotes, and Cancellation
Quotes.

Figure 6-30    Quote Declines

Top Policy Attrition Reasons

The objective of the report is to show the top three attrition reasons for each attrition type,
that is, Cancellation, Nonrenewal, and Expiration in terms of percentage contribution to total
attrition across Lines of businesses. These are reported for all lines of businesses in which
the insurer writes business.
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Figure 6-31    Top Policy Attrition Reasons

Lines of Business Claim Ratio Trend

This Report shows the Claim Ratio Trend across all or selected lines of businesses
through a time series trend graph.

Figure 6-32    Lines of Business Claim Ratio Trend

Claim Counts Trend by Lines of Business

This report displays the count of claims through a time series for all of the selected
lines of businesses.
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Figure 6-33    Claim Counts Trend by Lines of Business

6.1.4 Lines of Business Performance Tab
The Lines of business performance tab includes reports that focus on the Performance of
each Line of business. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected lines of business for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Line of Business Profit and Loss

This tabular report provides a snapshot of financial profitability by all or specific lines of
business selected for the period. The financial performance window displays net income
through premium, expenses through claims, and benefits paid with overall profitability. This
report also shows the previous period figures along with a variance between the current and
the previous period.

Figure 6-34    Line of Business Profit and Loss

Claim Settlement Ratio

This Report shows the claim settlement ratio for all selected lines of business for all or
selected regions through a time series line graph. The purpose of this report is to analyze
efficiency in claim settlement. The report can be viewed over various periods selected from
the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-35    Claim Settlement Ratio

Operating Ratio

This report shows the operating ratio for all or selected lines of business through a
time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, Lobs, and regions
selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-36    Operating Ratio

Expense Ratio

This report shows the expense ratio for all or selected lines of business through a time
series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, lobs, and regions
selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-37    Expense Ratio

Claim Ratio

This Report shows the claim ratio for all selected lines of business for all or selected regions
through a time series line graph. The purpose of this report is to analyze claims profitability
and efficiency. The report can be viewed over various periods selected from the page level
prompt.

Figure 6-38    Claim Ratio

Net Retention Ratio

This report shows the net retention ratio for all or selected lines of business through a time
series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, Lobs, and regions selected
from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-39    Net Retention Ratio

Commission Ratio

This report shows the commission ratio for all or selected lines of business through a
time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, Lobs, and regions
selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-40    Commission Ratio

Average Earned Premium Growth

This report shows the growth in average earned premium for all or selected lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, Lobs, and regions selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-41    Average Earned Premium Growth

Average Policy Growth

This report shows growth in policy premium for all or selected lines of business through a
time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and regions selected
from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-42    Average Policy Growth

Average Claim Frequency

This report shows the average number or frequency of reported claims for all or selected
lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, lobs, and regions selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-43    Average Claim Frequency

Average Claim Severity

This report shows the average size or severity of reported claims for all or selected
lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, lobs, and regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-44    Average Claim Severity

Top 10 Lines of Business Attrition

This report ranks the top ten lines of business in terms of various key attrition
measures like loss policy count, lost written premium, and corresponding attrition ratio.
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Figure 6-45    Top 10 Lines of Business Attrition

Top 10 Claim Paying Lines of Business

This report ranks the top ten lines of business in terms of claim payments, Claims paid, and
incurred.

Figure 6-46    Top 10 Claim Paying Lines of Business

6.1.5 Product Overview Tab
The Product tab includes reports that focus on the overview of Performances for Products.
The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected products for
comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Products

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Customer Distribution by Policy Status

This report provides customer and policy information through time series. Various
performance metrics-based measures, for example, the Number of New Customers, the
Number of Closed Customers, and so on for the reporting period selected, are displayed on a
year-on-year basis. This report can be analyzed over various periods, entities, regions,
products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-47    Customer Distribution by Policy Status

Top 10 Products for In-force Premium and Policy Count

This report provides ranking for Top 10 products in terms of in-force written premium
and policy count with previous period ranking.

Figure 6-48    Top 10 Products for In-force Premium and Policy Count

Bottom 10 Products for In-force Premium and Policy Count

This report provides ranking for the Bottom 10 products in terms of in-force written
premium and policy count with previous period ranking.
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Figure 6-49    Bottom 10 Products for In-force Premium and Policy Count

Policy Distribution

This report provides a policy count of all active policies through a time series.

Figure 6-50    Policy Distribution
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New Business Policy Distribution

This report provides Policy Count or Written Premium for all new business policies (as
selected from the report level view option) during the reporting period across products
through time series.

Figure 6-51    New Business Policy Distribution

Policy Attrition

The objective of the report is to show the Attrition Policy Count and Attrition Written
Premium across products over a period. The Attrition Policy count (lost) and attrition
written premium (lost business) values can be filtered and analyzed through report
level filters on various attrition types, that is, Cancellation, nonrenewal, and expiration.

Figure 6-52    Policy Attrition

Quote Declines

The objective of the report is to show the count of quote declines across products. This
report displays declines by various quote types; through a time series. The report can
be analyzed by all declined quotes as well as by various quote types:
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• New Business Quotes

• Endorsement Quotes

• Renewal Quotes

• Reinstatement Quotes

• Cancellation Quotes

Figure 6-53    Quote Declines

Top Policy Attrition Reasons

The objective of the report is to show the top three attrition reasons for each attrition type,
that is, Cancellation, Non-renewal, and Expiration in terms of percentage contribution to total
attrition products. These are reported for all products and lines of businesses in which the
insurer writes business.

Figure 6-54    Top Policy Attrition Reasons

Claim Ratio Trend by Product

This Report shows the Claim Ratio Trend across all or selected lines of businesses and
Products through a time series trend graph.
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Figure 6-55    Claim Ratio Trend by Product

Claim Counts Trend by Product

This report displays the count of claims through a time series for all products and lines
of businesses selected.

Figure 6-56    Claim Counts Trend by Product

6.1.6 Product Performance Tab
The Product performance tab includes reports that focus on the Performance of each
product under each Line of business. The filters for this tab allow the report results to
be focused on selected products for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Products
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• Region

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Product Profit and Loss

This tabular report provides a view of financial profitability by all or a specific product for or
specific lines of business selected for the period. The financial performance window displays
net income through premium, expenses through claims, and benefits paid with overall
profitability. This report also shows the previous period figures along with a variance between
the current and the previous period.

Figure 6-57    Product Profit and Loss

Claim Settlement Ratio

This Report shows the claim settlement ratio for all selected lines of business and Products
for all or selected regions through a time series line graph. The purpose of this report is to
analyze efficiency in claim settlement. The report can be viewed over various periods
selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-58    Claim Settlement Ratio

Operating Ratio

This report shows the operating ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
regions selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-59    Operating Ratio

Expense Ratio

This report shows the expense ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
entities, and regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-60    Expense Ratio

Claim Ratio

This Report shows the claim ratio for all or a specific product selected for lines of
business for all or selected regions through a time series line graph. The purpose of
this report is to analyze claims profitability and efficiency at the product level. The
report can be viewed over various periods selected from the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-61    Claim Ratio

Net Retention Ratio

This report shows the net retention ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-62    Net Retention Ratio

Commission Ratio

This report shows the commission ratio for all or a specific product for or specific lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, entities, and
regions selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-63    Commission Ratio

Average Earned Premium Growth

This report shows growth in average earned premium for all or a specific product for or
specific lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-64    Average Earned Premium Growth

Average Policy Growth

This report shows growth in policy premium for all or a specific product for or specific
lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and regions selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-65    Average Policy Growth

Average Claim Frequency

This report shows the average number or frequency of reported claims for all or a specific
product for or specific lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over
various periods, entities, and regions selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-66    Average Claim Frequency

Average Claim Severity

This report shows the average size or severity of reported claims for all or a specific product
for or specific lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, entities, and regions selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-67    Average Claim Severity

Top 10 Product Attrition

This report ranks the top ten products in terms of various key attrition measures like
loss policy count, lost written premium, and corresponding attrition ratio.

Figure 6-68    Top 10 Product Attrition

Top 10 Claim Paying Products

This report ranks the top ten products in terms of claim payments, Claims Paid, and
Incurred.

Figure 6-69    Top 10 Claim Paying Products
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6.2 Managing Policy Performance Dashboard
This chapter explains the report available under each tab in the Policy Performance
Dashboard.

Policy Performance Dashboard tabs:

• Summary

• Key Facts

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Region

• Producer

6.2.1 Summary Tab
The Summary tab includes information for lines of businesses at the corporate level. The
information contained in the reports generated summarizes how the entire organization is
performing for all the lines of businesses.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Policy Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of key performance indicators represented through flash boxes
for the current period.

Figure 6-70    Key Policy Performance Indicators Flash

In force Policy Count

This report shows active in-force policy counts across all lines of businesses and underlying
products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-71    In force Policy Count

New Business Conversion Ratio

This report shows new business quote to conversion ratio performance across lines of
business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-72    New Business Conversion Ratio

New Business Written Premium

This report shows new business performance in terms of written premium across all
lines of business and underlying products through a time series. This report can be
viewed over various periods, company, region, and lines of business selected from
page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-73    New Business Written Premium

Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

This report shows policy performance in terms of new business acquisition through different
distribution channels through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-74    Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

New Business Cancellation Ratio

This report shows policy performance in terms of loss of new business through cancellation
over a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, geography, and
lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-75    New Business Cancellation Ratio

Top 10 Products by New Business Policies

This report shows policy performance by ranking top selling ten products acquiring
new business policies. This report shows policy counts and can be analyzed by report
level filters, product name, and product category. This report can be viewed over
various periods, company, region, and lines of business selected from page-level
prompts.

Figure 6-76    Top 10 Products by New Business Policies

Average Premium by Lines of Business

This report shows policy performance in terms of the average premium generated by
lines of business through a time series. This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-77    Average Premium by Lines of Business

Average Premium by Product

This report shows policy performance in terms of the average premium generated by-
products through a time series. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-78    Average Premium by Product
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6.2.2 Key Facts Tab
The Key Fact tab includes Key Performance Indicator Reports for lines of businesses
at the group level. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected combinations for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Policy Performance Indicators

This report shows snapshots of current key performance areas against a target.

Figure 6-79    Key Policy Performance Indicators

Policy Premium by Premium Type

This report shows business revenue in terms of premium generated through different
premium types over a time series. Various types of premium options such as written,
earned, ceded, retained, earned uncollected, and refunded are available as report-
level filters. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, region, and
lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-80    Policy Premium by Premium Type

Policy Expense Summary

This report shows different policy-related expenses incurred over the period like acquisition
exp, collection exp, and so on. The report can be analyzed by report level filters for different
expense types. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, region, and lines of
business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-81    Policy Expense Summary
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Policy Count by Policy Type

This report shows the count of policies through different policy types, that is, active in-
force, reissue, rewritten, canceled, and non-renewed policies through a time series.
This report can be viewed over various periods, company, region, and lines of
business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by
current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a time
series.

Figure 6-82    Policy Count by Policy Type

Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

This report shows the percentage of policies acquired through different sales and
distribution channels maintained by the company and can be analyzed by report level
filters, policy count, and premium amount. This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-83    Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

Policy Attrition - Company vs. Insured

This report shows a loss of business through policy attrition through a time series.
Attrition analysis can be done by percentage between company initiated and insured
initiated attrition through the attrition types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and
expiry, as well as attrition policy premium amount and attrition policy count. This report
can be viewed over various periods, company, region, and lines of business selected
from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by current in-time values
whereas the line graph represents the values through a time series.
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Figure 6-84    Policy Attrition - Company vs. Insured

Policy Attrition by Reason

This report shows policy attrition occurred due to various attrition reasons. Attrition reason
analysis can be done by percentage between company initiated and insured initiated attrition
through the attrition types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and expiry as well by attrition
reasons which can be selected from report level filter. This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie
chart shows policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the
values through a time series.

Figure 6-85    Policy Attrition by Reason

Policy Attrition By Distribution Channel

This report shows policy attrition by various distribution channels. Attrition analysis can be
done by percentage between company initiated and insured initiated attrition through the
attrition types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and expiry as well by distribution channels.
This report can be viewed over various periods, company, region, and lines of business
selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by current in-time values
whereas the line graph represents the values through a time series.
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Figure 6-86    Policy Attrition By Distribution Channel

Policy Attrition By Billing Plan

This report shows policy attrition by various distribution channels. Attrition analysis can
be done by percentage between company initiated and insured initiated attrition
through the attrition types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and expiry as well by
billing plan type. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, region, and
lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count
by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a time
series.

Figure 6-87    Policy Attrition By Billing Plan

Attrition by Cancellation Timing

This report shows policy attrition by cancellation timings. Attrition analysis can be done
by percentage between company initiated and insured initiated attrition through the
attrition types such as cancellation, non-renewal, and expiry as well by cancellation/
lapses attrition periods, for example, "First 30 days" and "First 45 days". This report
can be viewed over various periods, company, region, and lines of business selected
from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by current in-time values
whereas the line graph represents the values through a time series.

Figure 6-88    Attrition by Cancellation Timing
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6.2.3 Line of Business Tab
The Lines of business tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for
each Line of business. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected lines of business for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Region

• Lines of Business

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Lines of Business Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of current key performance areas against the target.

Figure 6-89    Key Lines of Business Performance Indicators Flash

Top 10 Lines of Business by Written Premium

This report ranks the top ten lines of business in terms of written premium and their previous
ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, and lines of
business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-90    Top 10 Lines of Business by Written Premium
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Bottom 10 Lines of Business by Written Premium

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten lines of business in terms of written
premium and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, Region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-91    Bottom 10 Lines of Business by Written Premium

Top 10 Lines of Business by Policy Count

This report ranks the best performing top ten lines of business in terms of policy
counts and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, Region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-92    Top 10 Lines of Business by Policy Count
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Bottom 10 Lines of Business by Policy Count

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten lines of business in terms of policy counts
and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-93    Bottom 10 Lines of Business by Policy Count

Top 10 Line of Business by Earned Premium

This report ranks best performing top ten lines of business in terms of earned premium and
their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, and
lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-94    Top 10 Line of Business by Earned Premium
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Bottom 10 Line of Business by Earned Premium

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten lines of business in terms of
earned premium and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various
periods, company, Region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-95    Bottom 10 Line of Business by Earned Premium

Claim Payment Analysis by Line of Business

This report shows claim payments by lines of business through a comparison between
actual and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows
policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values
through a time series.

Figure 6-96    Claim Payment Analysis by Line of Business

Claim Expense Analysis by Line of Business

This report shows claim expenses by lines of business through a comparison between
actual and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
Region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows
policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values
through a time series.
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Figure 6-97    Claim Expense Analysis by Line of Business

Claim Recovery Analysis by Line of Business

This report shows claim recovery by lines of business through a comparison between actual
and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, region, and
lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by
current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a time series.

Figure 6-98    Claim Recovery Analysis by Line of Business

Policy Attrition by Line of Business

This report shows policy attritions by lines of business. This report can be viewed for current
performance by different attrition types such as cancellation, expiry, and non-renewals. This
report can also be analyzed both in terms of lost policy counts and lost written premium. This
report can be viewed over various periods, company, region, and lines of business selected
from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy counts by current in-time values wherein
the line graph represents the values through a time series.

Figure 6-99    Policy Attrition by Line of Business
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Top Attrition Reasons by Lines of Business

This report analyzes policy attrition reasons and ranks them by each attrition reason
and by lines of business.

Figure 6-100    Top Attrition Reasons by Lines of Business

Attrition Analysis by Lines of Business

This report analyzes policy attrition reasons by lines of business and shows attritions
through the three key parameters such as lost policy count, lost premium count, and
attrition ratio.

Figure 6-101    Attrition Analysis by Lines of Business

Top Ten Regions Analysis

This report analyzes policy business at a regional level and displays top-performing
Lines of business and regions. The lines of business and region-wise ranking can be
further analyzed through the following performance indicators:

• Written Premium

• Average Written Premium

• Conversion Ratio

• Policy Count
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• Quote Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Ratio

• Claim Payments

• Claim Count

Figure 6-102    Top Ten Regions Analysis

6.2.4 Product Tab
The Product tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for each
Product. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected products for
comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Product Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of current key performance areas against the target.
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Figure 6-103    Key Product Performance Indicators Flash

Top 10 Products by Written Premium

This report ranks the top ten products in terms of written premium and their previous
ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, region products,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-104    Top 10 Products by Written Premium

Bottom 10 Products by Written Premium

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten products in terms of written
premium and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, Region, product, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-105    Bottom 10 Products by Written Premium
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Top 10 Products by Policy Count

This report ranks the best performing top ten products in terms of policy counts and their
previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, product,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-106    Top 10 Products by Policy Count

Bottom 10 Products by Policy Count

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten products in terms of policy counts and
their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region,
products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-107    Bottom 10 Products by Policy Count

Top 10 Products by Earned Premium

This report ranks the best performing top ten products in terms of earned premium and their
previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region,
products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.
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Figure 6-108    Top 10 Products by Earned Premium

Bottom 10 Products by Earned Premium

This report ranks the lowest-performing bottom ten products in terms of earned
premium and their previous ranking. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, Region, products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-109    Bottom 10 Products by Earned Premium

Claim Payment Analysis by Product

This report shows claim payments by-products through a comparison between actual
and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
Region, product, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie
chart shows policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents
the values through a time series.
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Figure 6-110    Claim Payment Analysis by Product

Claim Expense Analysis by Products

This report shows the claim expenses incurred for products through a comparison between
actual and planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
Region, products, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart
shows policy count by current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values
through a time series.

Figure 6-111    Claim Expense Analysis by Products

Claim Recovery Analysis by Products

This report shows claim recoveries by-products through a comparison between actual and
planned values. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, product,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy count by
current in-time values whereas the line graph represents the values through a time series.

Figure 6-112    Claim Recovery Analysis by Products
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Policy Attrition by Product

This report shows policy attritions by Products. This report can be viewed for current
performance by different attrition types like cancellation, expiry, and non-renewals.
This report can also be analyzed both in terms of lost policy counts and lost written
premium. This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, Product,
and lines of business selected from page-level prompts. The pie chart shows policy
counts by current in-time values wherein the line graph represents the values through
a time series.

Figure 6-113    Policy Attrition by Product

Top Attrition Reasons by Product

This report analyzes policy attrition reasons and ranks them by each attrition reason
and by lines of business.

Figure 6-114    Top Attrition Reasons by Product

Product Attrition Analysis

This report analyzes policy attrition reasons by-products and shows attritions through
the three key parameters lost policy count, lost premium count, and attrition ratio.
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Figure 6-115    Product Attrition Analysis

Top Ten Regions Analysis

This report analyzes policy business at a regional level and displays top-performing Products
and regions. The product and region wise ranking can be further analyzed through the
following performance indicators:

• Written Premium

• Average Written Premium

• Conversion Ratio

• Policy Count

• Quote Count

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Ratio

• Claim Payments

• Claim Counts
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Figure 6-116    Top Ten Regions Analysis

6.2.5 Region Tab
The Region tab includes reports represented in tabular and map format that
summarizes results for geographical regions. The filters for this tab allow the report
results to be focused on selected combinations for geographical comparison.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Region

The various reports available for this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Premium By Region

This report shows different types of premium revenue by various geographical regions.
This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, product, and lines
of business selected from the page-level prompts. This report shows premium income
through the following premiums.

• Written premium

• Earned premium

• Ceded premium

• Retained premium

• Refund premium

• Uncollected earned premiums

The report Premium By Region can be further analyzed by regions, period, and
premium types, for example, written premium, earned premium, ceded premium,
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retained premium, refund premium, and uncollected Earned Premium. Click any premium
type to view the report in the drill-down mode.

Figure 6-117    Premium By Region

Active Policy Counts By Region

This report shows the count of policies written by different policy types, that is, total policy
count, new business policy count, and renewal policy count. This report can be viewed over
various periods, company, Region, product, and lines of business selected from the page-
level prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, and policy counts of different policy
statuses, for example, policy count, new business policy count, and renewal policy count.
Click any policy status to view the report in the drill-down mode.
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Figure 6-118    Active Policy Counts By Region

Ratios by Region

This report shows key indicator ratios like expense ratio, claim ratio, and claim
settlement ratio by different regions. This report can be viewed over various periods,
company, Region, product, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, and ratios like new business
attrition ratio, and renewal business attrition ratio. Click any ratio to view the report in
the drill-down mode.

Figure 6-119    Ratios by Region
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Lapses by Region

This report shows, lapses and attritions by region represented by new and renewal business
attrition ratios as well as written premium lost for new and renewal business attrition policies.
This report can be viewed over various periods, company, line of business, and product as
selected from page-level prompt.

Figure 6-120    Lapses by Region

Lapse Policy Counts by Region

This report shows a count of policies in lapsed status. This can be viewed by cancelled policy
counts, total expired policies, non-renewed policies as available at the report level filter. This
report can be viewed over different periods, companies, lines of business, and products as
selected from page-level prompt.
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Figure 6-121    Lapse Policy Counts by Region

Claim Status By Region

This report illustrates the count of claims by claims in a different status, for example,
claims reported, claims settled, and claims in litigation. This report can be viewed over
various periods, company, Region, product, and lines of business selected from page-
level prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, claim status, and counts, for
example, Number of Claims Reported, Number of Claims Settled, and Litigation
Claims. Click any claim status to view the report in the drill-down mode.

Figure 6-122    Claim Status By Region
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Claim Payments by Region

This report illustrates the claim payment like loss payments, catastrophic claim payments,
and litigation claim payments through the geographical map and a drill through time series.
This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, product, and lines of
business selected from page-level prompts.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, and claims, for example, Number of
loss payments, catastrophic claim payments, and litigation claim payments. Click any claim
payment to view the report in the drill-down mode.

Figure 6-123    Claim Payments by Region

Producer Ranking By Region

This report consists of three further reports, which show:

1. The ranking for the top ten best performing.

2. Bottom ten least performing producers.

3. Also shows the region-wise ranking by the number of customers through a map and
tabular forms.

This report can be further analyzed by clicking each region where top or bottom 10 producers
are ranked for each region and their performance measurement for each ranked producer
through the following performance key indicators:

• Policy Count

• Written Premium

• Bind (Conversion) Ratio

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Count

Figure 6-124    Producer Ranking By Region
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Top 10 Producers

This report lists out top-performing producers by region with their previous ranks. The
ranking is based on and displayed as per key indicator chosen under the Producer
Ranking By Region menu.

Figure 6-125    Top 10 Producers

Bottom 10 Producers

This report lists out the bottom ten least performing producers by region with their
previous ranks. The ranking is based on and displayed as per key indicators chosen
under the Producer Ranking By Region menu.

Figure 6-126    Bottom 10 Producers

Customers by Region

This report shows the number of customers by region and countries including states.

Figure 6-127    Customers by Region
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6.3 Managing Claim Performance Dashboard
This chapter explains the report available under each tab in the Claim Performance
Dashboard.

Claim Performance Dashboard tabs:

• Summary

• Claim Handling

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Catastrophe

6.3.1 Summary Tab
The Summary tab includes information at the corporate level. The information contained in
the reports generated summarizes how the entire organization is performing.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Catastrophe

• Region

The various reports available for this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Key Claim Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of key performance indicators represented through flash boxes
for the current period.

Figure 6-128    Key Claim Performance Indicators Flash

Claim Geographical Map

This is a geographic heat map that illustrates the count of claim occurrences over geographic
regions with areas of similar amounts colored similarly. The Location of the claim provides the
basis for geographical mapping.
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Figure 6-129    Claim Geographical Map

Claim Frequency Map

This heat map report displays a number of average claim counts, as claim frequency
by region. This report can be generated for various periods, companies, regions as
available in the page level prompt.

Figure 6-130    Claim Frequency Map

Top Ten Geographical Regions for Claim Payments

This is a table that ranks the geographical regions with the highest monetary amount
total claim payments for a given reporting period. The percentage of all payments
represents the amount of all claim payments generated during the same reporting
period in comparison to those only for the given region.

Figure 6-131    Top Ten Geographical Regions for Claim Payments

Top Ten Geographical Regions for Claims Reported

This is a table that ranks the geographical regions with the highest claim counts for a
given reporting period. The percentage of all occurrences represents the amount of all
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claim counts generated during the same reporting period in comparison to those only for the
given region.

Figure 6-132    Top Ten Geographical Regions for Claims Reported

Claim Count

This report is a time-series line graph that illustrates the count of claims added to the system
over a time series and represented as a line for each Line of business.

Figure 6-133    Claim Count

Claim Losses

This represents the incurred claims, the total amount of paid claims associated with a
reporting period over a time series. This report is a time-series line graph generated for the
enterprise as a whole and illustrates each Line of business with its own line.
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Figure 6-134    Claim Losses

Claim Expenses

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary amount of claim expenses,
payments made for services, and other non-claim-related costs, issued over a time
series.

Figure 6-135    Claim Expenses

Number of Open Claims

This report is a time-series line graph generated on the count of open claims. This
report can be analyzed by various periods, companies, catastrophes, and regions as
selected from the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-136    Number of Open Claims

Claim Settlement Ratio

This report is a time-series line graph generated as the percentage of settled claims against
total claims received. This report can be analyzed by various periods, companies,
catastrophes, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-137    Claim Settlement Ratio

Claim Ratio

This report is a time-series line graph generated as the percentage of claims payments
against premium income. This report can be analyzed by various periods, companies,
catastrophes, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-138    Claim Ratio

Claim Recoveries

This is a time-series line graph that displays the monetary amount of claim recovery
payments received by a company at the point in time of the reporting period and over
a time series. This report can be analyzed by various periods, companies,
catastrophes, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-139    Claim Recoveries

Claims Closed without Payment

This report is a time-series line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were
closed during the reporting period without any payments generated for the claim.

Expenses may have been paid for these claims. This report can be analyzed by
various periods, companies, catastrophes, and regions as selected from the page level
prompt.
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Figure 6-140    Claims Closed without Payment

Claims Subject to Referral

This report is a time-series line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were referred for
further actions, appraisal, or recovery during the reporting period. This report can be
analyzed by various periods, companies, catastrophes, and regions as selected from the
page level prompt.

Figure 6-141    Claims Subject to Referral

Rejected Claims

This report is a time-series line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were rejected
during the reporting period without any payments generated for the claim. Expenses may
have been paid for these claims. This report can be analyzed by various periods, companies,
catastrophes, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-142    Rejected Claims

6.3.2 Claim Handling Tab
The Claim Handling tab includes information at the corporate level and focuses on the
manner and quality by which the handling of a claim is measured.

The filters for this tab include:

• Time

• Company

• Region

The various reports available for this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Average Days until Closed

This report is a time-series line graph that illustrates the average number of days
between the day a claim is opened in the system and the date that the status of the
same claim is changed to "Closed". This average is shown over a time series for each
insurance company. This report can be analyzed by various periods, companies,
catastrophes, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-143    Average Days until Closed

Closed Without Payment

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were closed during the
reporting period without any loss payments generated for the claim. This report can be
analyzed by various periods, companies, catastrophes, and regions as selected from the
page level prompt. Expenses may have been paid for these claims. Each Insurance
Company is represented by its own line.

Figure 6-144    Closed Without Payment

Claims Closed Due to Fraud

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that, after an investigation, were
deemed to be fraudulent. In this report, the count is exhibited over a time series with each
insurance company represented by its own line. This report can be analyzed by various
periods, companies, catastrophes, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-145    Claims Closed Due to Fraud

Reopened Claims

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were changed back to
an "Opened" status after it was previously closed. This report shows affected claims
during the reporting periods over a time series with each insurance company
represented with its own line. This report can be analyzed by various periods,
companies, catastrophes, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-146    Reopened Claims

Litigation Claims

This report is a line graph that displays the count of claims that resulted in a judicial
litigation case being initiated. This shows the count of claims per Line of business
where this process occurred over time. This report can be analyzed by various
periods, companies, catastrophes, and regions as selected from the page level
prompt.
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Figure 6-147    Litigation Claims

6.3.3 Lines of Business Tab
The Lines of business tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for
each Line of business. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected combinations for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Claim Ranking by Line of Business

This is a tabular report that lists the Lines of Business in the order of greatest value to least
value based on the Ranking Grade Basis selected, these include Key Performance Indicators
for Claim Performance eg; Claim Payments, Claim Counts, and Litigation Counts. This report
can be analyzed by various periods, company, line of business, and regions as selected from
the page level prompt.

Figure 6-148    Claim Ranking by Line of Business
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Catastrophe Claim by Lines of Business

This is a tabular report that provides a summary of the effects of a Catastrophe on the
Claims Performance for the Lines of business. The total Claim Payments and Claim
Count are presented for each Line of business for each Catastrophic Event.

Figure 6-149    Catastrophe Claim by Lines of Business

Claim Ratio by Line of Business

This report is a time-series line graph generated as the percentage of claims payments
against premium income for each line of business. This report can be analyzed by
various periods, company, line of business, and regions as selected from the page
level prompt.
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Figure 6-150    Claim Ratio by Line of Business

Claim Paid by Line of Business

This report is a time-series line graph generated for the amount claims payments for each
line of business. This report can be analyzed by various periods, company, line of business,
and regions as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-151    Claim Paid by Line of Business

Claim Payments by Claim Type

This report is a time-series line graph generated by total or specific claims types like death,
dismemberment, and so on for each line of business. The report has two report level drop-
down values like “All Claim Types” and “Specific Claim Types”. The second drop-down menu
list is displayed upon selection of “Specific Claim Types”, where an individual time series can
e generated by selecting each claim type. This report can be analyzed by various periods,
company, line of business, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-152    Claim Payments by Claim Type

Payments by Reinsurance Company

This report is a stacked Bar/Line graph that illustrates the relationship between the
amount of payments made by the insurer and those that were received from the
reinsurer for claim payments. Each stack of the bar represents each reinsurance
company that the insurance company has an agreement with.

Figure 6-153    Payments by Reinsurance Company

Expenses by Claim Type

This report is a time-series line graph generated for claim expenses by total or specific
claims types like death, dismemberment, and so on for each line of business. The
report has two report level drop-down values like “All Claim Types” and “Specific Claim
Types”. The second drop-down menu list is displayed upon selection of “Specific Claim
Types”, where an individual time series can e generated by selecting each claim type.
This report can be analyzed by various periods, company, line of business, and
regions as selected from the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-154    Expenses by Claim Type

Expenses by Expense Type

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary payment totals generated for
Expenses on claims based on the categorization of the expense. Each expense amount is
categorized by the Lines of business and type of Expense. Additional Details can be
reviewed by selecting a specific Expense Type from the Expense Type selection field.

Figure 6-155    Expenses by Expense Type

Recovery Overview by Lines of Business

This report is a tabular representation illustrating the performance of Recovery Referral for
each Line of business and the performance of those efforts.
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Figure 6-156    Recovery Overview by Lines of Business

Recovery Payments by Lines of Business

This report is a stacked bar graph that illustrates the total monetary amount of
Recovery Payments, payments received by an insurer that reimburse it for claims it
paid, received during a reporting period. This report has a report level drop-down
menu based on Line of Business and Coverage Type.

Figure 6-157    Recovery Payments by Lines of Business

Average Days until Closed

This report is a line graph that illustrates the average number of days between the day
a claim is opened in the system and the date that the status of the same claim is
changed to "Closed". This average is shown over a time series for each Line of
business.
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Figure 6-158    Average Days until Closed

Claims Closed without Payment

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were closed during the
reporting period without any loss payments generated for the claim.

Expenses may have been paid for these claims. Each Line of business is represented by its
own line.

Figure 6-159    Claims Closed without Payment

Claims Closed Due to Fraud

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that, after an investigation, were
deemed to be fraudulent. In this report, the count is exhibited over a time series with each
Line of business represented by its own line.
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Figure 6-160    Claims Closed Due to Fraud

Reopened Claims

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were changed back to
an "Opened" status after it was previously closed. This report shows affected claims
during the reporting periods over a time series with each Line of business represented
with its own line.

Figure 6-161    Reopened Claims

Litigation Claims

This report is a line graph that represents the count of claims where a judicial litigation
case was initiated for the claim during the reporting period. This report illustrates the
count of the affected claims for over a time series with each Line of business being
represented by its own line.
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Figure 6-162    Litigation Claims

6.3.4 Product Tab
The Product tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for each
Product. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on selected
combinations for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Product

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Claim Ranking by Product

This is a tabular report that lists the products in the order of greatest value to least value
based on the Ranking Grade Basis selected, these include Key Performance Indicators for
Claim Performance eg; Claim Payments, claim ratio, expense ratio, Claim Counts and
Litigation Counts. This report can be analyzed by various periods, companies, products, and
regions as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-163    Claim Ranking by Product

Catastrophe Claim by Product

This is a tabular report that provides a summary of the effects of a Catastrophe on the Claims
Performance for the Product. The total Claim Payments and Claim Count are presented for
each Product for each Catastrophic Event.
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Figure 6-164    Catastrophe Claim by Product

Claim Ratio by Product

This report is a time-series line graph generated as the percentage of claims payments
against premium income for each product. This report can be analyzed by various
periods, company, product, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-165    Claim Ratio by Product
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Claim Paid by Product

This report is a time-series line graph generated for the amount claims payments for each
product. This report can be analyzed by various periods, companies, products, and regions
as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-166    Claim Paid by Product

Claim Payments by Claim Type

This report is a time-series line graph generated by total or specific claims types like death,
dismemberment, and so on for each product. The report has two report level drop-down
values like “All Claim Types” and “Specific Claim Types”. The second drop-down menu list is
displayed upon selection of “Specific Claim Types”, where an individual time series can e
generated by selecting each claim type. This report can be analyzed by various periods,
companies, products, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-167    Claim Payments by Claim Type
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Payments by Reinsurance Company

This report is a stacked Bar/Line graph that illustrates the relationship between the
amount of payments made by the insurer and those that were received from the
reinsurer for claim payments. Each stack of the bar represents each reinsurance
company that the insurance company has an agreement with.

Figure 6-168    Payments by Reinsurance Company

Expenses by Claim Type

This report is a time-series line graph generated for claim expenses by total or specific
claims types like death, dismemberment, and so on for each line of business. The
report has two report level drop-down values like “All Claim Types” and “Specific Claim
Types”. The second drop-down menu list is displayed upon selection of “Specific Claim
Types”, where an individual time series can e generated by selecting each claim type.
This report can be analyzed by various periods, company, product, and regions as
selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-169    Expenses by Claim Type
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Expenses by Expense Type

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary payment totals generated for
Expenses on claims based on the categorization of the expense. Each Expense amount is
categorized by the Product and type of Expense. Additional Details can be reviewed by
selecting a specific Expense Type from the Expense Type selection field.

Figure 6-170    Expenses by Expense Type

Recovery Overview by Product

This report is a tabular representation illustrating the performance of Recovery Referral for
each Product and the performance of those efforts.

Figure 6-171    Recovery Overview by Product
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Recovery Payments by Product

This report is a stacked bar graph that illustrates the total monetary amount of
Recovery Payments, payments received by an insurer that reimburse it for claims it
paid, received during a reporting period. This report has a report level drop-down
menu based on Product and Coverage Type.

Figure 6-172    Recovery Payments by Product

Average Days until Closed

This report is a line graph that illustrates the average number of days between the day
a claim is opened in the system and the date that the status of the same claim is
changed to "Closed". This average is shown over a time series for each Product.

Figure 6-173    Average Days until Closed

Claims Closed without Payment

This report is a time-series line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were
closed during the reporting period without any claim payments generated for the claim.
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Expenses may have been paid for these claims. Each Product is represented by its own line.

Figure 6-174    Claims Closed without Payment

Claims Closed Due to Fraud

This report is a time-series line graph that illustrates the count of claims that, after an
investigation, were deemed to be fraudulent. In this report, the count is exhibited over a time
series with each Product represented by its own line. This report can be analyzed by various
periods, company, product, and regions as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-175    Claims Closed Due to Fraud

Reopened Claims

This report is a line graph that illustrates the count of claims that were changed back to an
"Opened" status after it was previously closed. This report shows affected claims during the
reporting periods over a time series with each Product represented with its own line. This
report can be analyzed by various periods, companies, products, and regions as selected
from the page level prompt.
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Figure 6-176    Reopened Claims

Litigation Claims

This report is a line graph that represents the count of claims where a judicial litigation
case was initiated for the claim during the reporting period. This report illustrates the
count of the affected claims for over a time series with each Product being represented
by its own line. This report can be analyzed by various periods, company, product, and
regions as selected from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-177    Litigation Claims

6.3.5 Catastrophe Tab
The Catastrophe tab includes reports that focus on the Key Performance Indicators for
declared Catastrophe. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be focused on
selected combinations for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Catastrophe

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.
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Catastrophe Net Losses Map

This report is a Geographic Heat Map that illustrates the monetary amount of Net Losses,
that is, Paid Losses exclusive of Expenses, for Catastrophe Claims over geographic regions
with areas of similar amounts colored similarly. The Location of Loss provides the basis for
geographical mapping.

Figure 6-178    Catastrophe Net Losses Map

Catastrophe Claim Ranking

An assessment and ranking of catastrophe losses can be measured by various performance
measures like net losses, claim payments, and through the number of claims across regions
and catastrophes. This report contains both tabular and geographical map that lists the
catastrophe in the order of greatest value to the least value based on the grade basis
selected.

Figure 6-179    Catastrophe Claim Ranking

Catastrophe Lines of Business Impact

This is a tabular report that provides a summary of the effects of a catastrophe on the claim
performance for the lines of business. The total claim payments and claim count are
presented for each Line of business for each catastrophic event.
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Figure 6-180    Catastrophe Lines of Business Impact

Catastrophe Product Impact

This is a tabular report that provides a summary of the effects of a catastrophe on the
claim performance of the product. The total claim payments and claim count are
presented for each Line of business for each catastrophic event.
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Figure 6-181    Catastrophe Product Impact

Catastrophe Overview

This is a tabular report that summarizes the key performance factors for Claims performance
for each Catastrophe. This report lists down impacts by each catastrophe in terms of
reinsurance companies involved, count of claims, claim payments, expense amount,
reinsurance recovery amount by each reinsurer, no of claims open, number of claims closed,
no of claims closed marked as fraudulent claims, and so on. This report can be analyzed by
all or any selected catastrophe, by regions impacted by the catastrophe.

Figure 6-182    Catastrophe Overview

Catastrophe Claim Payments by Claim Type

This report is a time-series line graph generated by total or specific claims types like death,
dismemberment, and so on for each product. The report has two report level drop-down
values like “All Claim Types” and “Specific Claim Types”. The second drop-down menu list is
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displayed upon selection of “Specific Claim Types”, where an individual time series
can e generated by selecting each claim type. This report can be analyzed by various
periods, company, catastrophe name, and regions as selected from the page level
prompt.

Figure 6-183    Catastrophe Claim Payments by Claim Type

Catastrophe Payments by Reinsurance Company

This report is a stacked Bar/Line graph that illustrates the relationship between the
amount of payments made by the insurer and those that were received from the
reinsurer for claim payments. Each stack of the bar represents each reinsurance
company that the insurance company has an agreement with.

Figure 6-184    Catastrophe Payments by Reinsurance Company

Catastrophe Expenses by Claim Type

This report is a time-series line graph generated for claim expenses by total or specific
claims types like death, dismemberment, and so on for each line of business. The
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report has two report level drop-down values like “All Claim Types” and “Specific Claim
Types”. The second drop-down menu list is displayed upon selection of “Specific Claim
Types”, where an individual time series can e generated by selecting each claim type. This
report can be analyzed by various periods, company, catastrophe, and regions as selected
from the page level prompt.

Figure 6-185    Catastrophe Expenses by Claim Type

Catastrophe Expenses by Expense Type

This report is a line graph that illustrates the monetary payment totals generated for
expenses on claims based on the categorization of the expense. Each expense amount is
categorized by the catastrophe and type of expense. Additional details can be reviewed by a
specific expense type from the expense type selection field.

Figure 6-186    Catastrophe Expenses by Expense Type
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Recovery Overview by Catastrophe

This report is a tabular representation illustrating the performance of Recovery
Referral for each Catastrophe and the performance of those efforts.

Figure 6-187    Recovery Overview by Catastrophe

Catastrophe Recovery Payments

This report is a line graph that illustrates the total monetary amount of Recovery
Payments, payments received by an insurer that reimburses it for losses it paid,
received for Catastrophe Claims during a reporting period and shown over a period for
each Catastrophe. Each Catastrophe is represented by its own line.

Figure 6-188    Catastrophe Recovery Payments
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Average Days until Closed

This report is a line graph that illustrates the average number of days between the day a
catastrophe claim is opened in the system and the date that the status of the same claim is
changed to "Closed". This average is shown over a time series for each catastrophe.

Figure 6-189    Average Days until Closed

Closed Without Payment

This report displays the count of catastrophe claims that were closed without any payments
for losses being issued to claimants. The graph shows the average count of days for these
claims per catastrophe over time.

Figure 6-190    Closed Without Payment

Claims Closed Due to Fraud

This report is a line graph that displays the count of catastrophe claims that were closed after
an investigation determined that fraudulent activity occurred and no losses were paid to the
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claimant due to the fraud activity. The graph shows the count of these claims per
catastrophe over time.

Figure 6-191    Claims Closed Due to Fraud

Reopened Claims

This report displays the count of catastrophe claims that were initially closed and then
opened again for further processing. This shows the count of claims per catastrophe
where this process occurred over time.

Figure 6-192    Reopened Claims

Litigation Claims

This report is a line graph that displays the count of catastrophe claims that resulted in
a judicial litigation case being initiated. This shows the count of claims per catastrophe
where this process occurred over time.
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Figure 6-193    Litigation Claims

6.4 Managing Producer Performance Dashboard
This chapter explains the report available under each tab in the Producer Performance
Dashboard.

Producer Performance Dashboard tabs:

• Producer Performance Summary

• Performance

• Overview

The following topics describe the available reports under each tab.

6.4.1 Summary Tab
The Summary tab includes information for producer analysis at the corporate level. The
information contained in the reports generated summarizes how the performance of producer
are compared and are impacting the overall business.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are detailed in the following sections.

Key Producer Performance Indicators Flash

This report shows snapshots of key performance indicators represented through flash boxes
for the current period. The growth/decline is shown with respect to previous months' values.3

Figure 6-194    Key Producer Performance Indicators Flash
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Producer Distribution

This map-based report shows the distribution of producers in different regions, areas.

Figure 6-195    Producer Distribution

Active Producer Appointments

This is a map and tabular report. The map plots the count of agents or agencies with
active appointments to write new business. The agent or agency address is the basis
for the location. The Tabular report shows details of active appointments by periods,
country, state, count of current active, percentage of active against total appointments,
with previous period count and previous active appointments during the select report
analysis period.

Figure 6-196    Active Producer Appointments

Claims Geographical Map

This is a geographic heat map that illustrates the count of claim occurrences over
geographic regions with areas of similar amounts colored similarly. The Location of the
claim provides the basis for geographical mapping.

Figure 6-197    Claims Geographical Map
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Top 10 Producers by Claim Settlement

This is a tabular rank-based report which lists out the top 10 performing producers with their
Average Claim Settlement Ratio against the number of claims reported for the policies written
by these producers and the number of claims rejected which were written by these
producers.

Figure 6-198    Top 10 Producers by Claim Settlement

Top 10 Producers by Conversion Ratio

This is a tabular rank-based report which lists out the top 10 performing producers with their
conversion efficiency represented through conversion or Hit Ratio.

Figure 6-199    Top 10 Producers by Conversion Ratio

Top 10 Producers by Customer Retention Ratio

This is a tabular rank-based report which lists out the top 10 performing producers with their
business and customer retention efficiency represented through retention ratio.

Figure 6-200    Top 10 Producers by Customer Retention Ratio

Top 10 Producers by Written Premium

This is a tabular rank-based report which lists out the top 10 performing producers based on
the amount of premium business brought by them.

Top N Producers by Expenses

This is a tabular rank-based report which lists out the top 10 producers based on the
expenses rendered.
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Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

This report shows the percentage of policies acquired through different agents and
agencies for the company and can be analyzed by report level filters, policy count, and
written premium amount. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
region, and lines of business selected from page-level prompts.

Figure 6-201    Policy Acquisition by Distribution Channel

6.4.2 Performance Tab
The Producer performance tab includes reports that focus on the performance of each
producer and producer collectively. The filters for this tab allow the report results to be
focused on selected producers for comparison and targeted analysis.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Products

• Producer

• Region

The various reports available under this tab are discussed in the following sections.

Producer New Business Map

This map-based report shows new business policies written by producers in different
areas.
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Figure 6-202    Producer New Business Map

Producer Distribution

This map-based report shows a number of producers distributed in different areas.

Figure 6-203    Producer Distribution

Active Producer Appointments

This tabular report shows details of active appointments by periods, country, state, count of
current active, percentage of active against total appointments, with previous period count
and previous active appointments during select report analysis time period.
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Figure 6-204    Active Producer Appointments

Producer Performance Analysis

This tabular report provides a summary of Key Performance Metrics for the agents and
agencies and averages the results for each of the respective classifications. This
provides the basis for comparison when looking at individual producer performances.

Figure 6-205    Producer Performance Analysis

Inactive Producers Summary

This line graph illustrates the count of agents or agencies over time that have not
written a new business policy within either 30, 60, or 90 days since the reporting
period start date. These producers have current appointments but are not currently
placing new policies with the organization.
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Figure 6-206    Inactive Producers Summary

Premium and Claim

This time-series report shows types of premium generation and claims for selected or all
producers.

The report records written and earned premium by producers vis-à-vis claim payments. This
report helps to see profitability for the businesses generated by the producers for the
company.

Figure 6-207    Premium and Claim

New Business

This tabular report shows new business written premium generated by all or selected
producers in comparison with previous period written premium and percentage growth and
decline in business contributed by the producers.
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Figure 6-208    New Business

Top Ten Producers

This report lists out top-performing producers by region with their previous ranks.
These reports can be displayed based on producer types like agencies and agents
selected at the report group level drop-down menu. This report can be viewed by key
indicators like written premium, conversion/bind ratio, attrition ratio, claim counts, etc
selected at the report level drop-down menu.

Figure 6-209    Top Ten Producers

Bottom Ten Producers

This report lists out least performing producers by region with their previous ranks.
These reports can be displayed based on producer types like agencies and agents
selected at the report group level drop-down menu. This report can be viewed by key
indicators like written premium, conversion/bind ratio, attrition ratio, claim counts, etc
selected at the report level drop-down menu.

Figure 6-210    Bottom Ten Producers

Top 10 Producing Agency New Business Quote Count

This chart lists the producing agents and agencies with the 10 highest New Business
Quote Count for the reporting period. This chart also lists the agencies' prior quote
count for reference. The Rank of 1 is for the highest quote count of the top 10, the
Rank of 10 is for the lowest quote count for the count of the top 10.
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Figure 6-211    Top 10 Producing Agency New Business Quote Count

Individual Producer Performance Analysis

This tabular report illustrates the performance in key performance areas. The results are
populated based on the values selected in the agency and producing agent filters. This
allows multiple columns to present for multiple view selections. The report also shows the
performances against key parameters for agents reporting to producing agencies. These key
performance indicators are eg, performance rank, number of new business policies, renewal
policies, binding/conversion ratios, average quote acceptance days, claims, attrition,
premium, and so on.

Figure 6-212    Individual Producer Performance Analysis

6.4.3 Region Tab
The Region tab under the producer dashboard includes reports represented in tabular and
map format that summarizes results for geographical regions. The filters for this tab allow the
report results to be focused on selected combinations for geographical comparison.

The filters include:

• Time

• Company

• Lines of Business

• Product

• Producer

• Region

• Analyze by Producer Type- Agent, Agency

The various reports available for this tab are discussed in the following sections.
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Producer Premium By Region

This map report shows different types of premium revenue generated by producers in
various geographical regions. This report can be viewed over various combinations
selected from the page-level prompts. This report can be analyzed by agents and
agencies. This report shows different types of premium phases as given below:

• Written premium

• Earned premium

• Ceded premium

• Retained premium

• Refund premium

• Uncollected earned premiums

The report Premium By Region can be further analyzed by regions, period, and
premium types. Click any premium type to view the report in the drill-down mode.

Figure 6-213    Producer Premium By Region

Producer Active Policy Counts By Region

This report shows a count of policies written by different policy types, that is, total
policy count, new business policy count, and renewal policy count by producers. This
report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, product, and lines of
business selected from the page-level prompts. This report can be analyzed by agents
and agencies.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, and policy counts of different
policy statuses, for example, policy count, new business policy count, and renewal
policy count. Click any policy status to view the report in the drill-down mode.
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Figure 6-214    Producer Active Policy Counts By Region

Producer Ratios By Region

This report shows key indicator ratios like expense ratio, claim ratio and claim settlement
ratio, premium collection ratio in different regions for the business generated by producers.
This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, product, and lines of
business selected from page-level prompts. This report can be analyzed by agents and
agencies.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, and ratios like new business attrition
ratio, and renewal business attrition ratio. Click any ratio to view the report in the drill-down
mode.

Figure 6-215    Producer Ratios By Region

Producer Attrition (Lapses) by Region

This report shows lapses and attritions by region for the business generated by producers, in
terms of new and renewal business attrition ratios as well as written premium lost for new and
renewal business attrition policies. This report can be viewed over various periods, company,
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line of business, and product as selected from page-level prompt. This report can be
analyzed by agents and agencies.

Figure 6-216    Producer Attrition (Lapses) by Region

Producer Attrition (Lapse) Policy Counts by Region

This report shows a count of policies generated by producers in lapsed status. This
can be viewed by cancelled policy counts, total expired policies, non-renewed policies
as available at the report level filter. This report can be viewed over different periods,
companies, lines of business, and products as selected from page-level prompt. This
report can be analyzed by agent and agencies.

Figure 6-217    Producer Attrition (Lapse) Policy Counts by Region
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Claim Status by Region

This report illustrates the count of claims by claims in a different status for the policies written
by producers, for example, claims reported, claims settled, and claims in litigation. This report
can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, product, and lines of business
selected from page-level prompts. This report can be analyzed by agents and agencies.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, claim status, and counts, for example,
Number of Claims Reported, Number of Claims Settled, and Litigation Claims. Click any
claim status to view the report in the drill-down mode.

Figure 6-218    Claim Status by Region

Claim Payments by Region

This report illustrates the claim payment like claim payments, catastrophic claim payments,
and litigation claim payments through the geographical map and a drill through time series.
This report can be viewed over various periods, company, Region, product, and lines of
business selected from page-level prompts. This report can be analyzed by agents and
agencies.

The report can be further analyzed by regions, period, and claims, for example, Number of
loss payments, catastrophic claim payments, and litigation claim payments. Click any claim
payment to view the report in the drill-down mode.
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Figure 6-219    Claim Payments by Region

Producer Ranking by Region

This report consists of three further reports, which show:

1. Ranking for the top ten best performing.

2. Bottom ten least performing producers.

3. Region-wise ranking by a number of customers through the map and tabular
forms.

This report can be analyzed by agents and agencies.

This report can be further analyzed by clicking each region where top or bottom 10
producers are ranked for each region and their performance measurement for each
ranked producer through the following performance key indicators:

• Policy Count

• Written Premium

• Bind (Conversion) Ratio

• Attrition Ratio

• Claim Count

Figure 6-220    Producer Ranking by Region
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Top 10 Producers

This report lists out top-performing producers by region with their previous ranks. The ranking
is based on and displayed as per key indicator chosen under the Producer Ranking By
Region menu.

Figure 6-221    Top 10 Producers

Bottom 10 Producers

This report lists out the bottom ten least performing producers by region with their previous
ranks. The ranking is based on and displayed as per key indicators chosen under the
Producer Ranking By Region menu.

Figure 6-222    Bottom 10 Producers
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A
Appendix

This appendix covers the additional information required for the OIPI application.

Tables and List of values

V_FINANCIAL_PERIOD_INDICATOR column in STG_PARTY_FINANCIALS table is
expected to have values Q1/Q2/Q3/Q4.

Loading Planned Values in Fact and Profitability Tables

Planned value is an estimation of the amount or number that the business is expected to
accomplish in a defined period. The planned values are estimated by the business functions
and serve as a baseline, against which the performance can be measured with actual value
or number achieved by the company.

Planned values are generally taken from the customer's book. It will be a direct load into the
fact table (FCT_POLICY_PROFITABILITY) with V_SCENARIO_CODE as 400.

Data Population in FSI_LOCATION_MAP_COORD Table

Populate the FSI_LOCATION_MAP_COORD based on DIM_LOCATION data itself, but
description and codes should come from tables OBIEE_COUNTRY, OBIEE_STATE,
OBIEE_CITY (from the DB schema configured for Maps, OBIEE_NAVTEQ for instance in this
case) respectively for Country, State and City, and n_location_skey should be the
corresponding n_location_skey from DIM_LOCATION.

For example, consider the following data from DIM_LOCATION.

Table A-1    DIM_LOCATION Table Data

Column Name Value

N_LOCATION_SKEY 1

V_LOCATION_CODE HAW

V_COUNTRY_CODE USA

V_COUNTRY_DESC United States

V_STATE_CODE USA_HI

V_STATE_DESC USA_HI

V_CITY_CODE HAWAII

V_CITY_DESC Honolulu

V_ZIP_CODE 96813

Now, to populate the following columns in FSI_LOCATION_MAP_COORD:

Table A-2    FSI_LOCATION_MAP_COORD Table Columns

Column Name Value

n_location_skey 1
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Table A-2    (Cont.) FSI_LOCATION_MAP_COORD Table Columns

Column Name Value

v_country_code =
OBIEE_COUNTRY.ISO_COUNTRY_CODE

USA

v_country_code_map =
OBIEE_COUNTRY.ISO_COUNTRY_CODE

USA

v_country_desc = OBIEE_COUNTRY.NAME United States

v_state_code =
OBIEE_STATE.ISO_CTRY_CD_STATE_ABBRV

USA_HI

v_state_code_map =
OBIEE_STATE.ISO_CTRY_CD_STATE_ABBRV

USA_HI

v_state_desc = OBIEE_STATE.STATE_NAME HAWAII

v_city_code =
OBIEE_CITY.CTRY_CD3_STATE_ABBRV_CITY

USA_HI_Honololu

v_city_code_map =
OBIEE_CITY.CTRY_CD3_STATE_ABBRV_CITY

USA_HI_Honololu

v_city_desc = OBIEE_CITY.CITY_NAME HONOLULU

v_zip_code 96813

This is a one-time manual activity and the Map tables, columns would change based
on the Maps used. The process mentioned here is for NAVTEQ Maps.
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